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Routine Business Handled
Ci Council Thursday
A rather routine meeting of the
Murray Common Council last night was
highlighted by a report from Coun-
cilman Melvin Henley on his recent
visit to Russia under the auspices of the
National League of Cities. Henley also
reported on the National League of
Cities meeting in Washington, D. C.,
held last week.
Henley reported that city govern-
ments in Moscow and Leningrad have
some similarities to Murray, but that
many things are not so similar. In
Moscow, he said, their is no single-
family housing available and the
average family's apartment is ap-
proximately 400 square feet in size.
He said that one thing that is common
to both the Murray and the Moscow
governments is that the street and
sanitation departments are con-
solidated in both cities. A major dif-
ference, he said, is that mass transit is
the major form of transportation in
Russia.
He said there were very few private
autos because it would take the average
worker too long to pay for a car. He
reported, however, that the subway
stations were emaculate and more like
Forestry Service Now Patrols
Calloway County From Above
The Kentucky Division of Forestry
has announced that Calloway County is
now being patrolled by airplane for
grass and forest fire detection.
"A lot of people don't realize that they
are subject to both fine and im-
prisonment if convicted of violating
Kentucky fire laws," said Ranger
Albert "Took" Wilson. "For example,
did you know that it is illegal to burn
any open fires within 150 feet of any
woodland during the fire season
months?
"Even if burning is done more than
150 feet from the woodland, but capable
of spreading to it through grass or other
flammable material, it is still a
violation of the Kentucky forest fire
laws," he explained. "These laws are
very necessary during the fire season
because of extremely dry conditions
which prevail.
"You are within the law to burn open
fires between the hours of 4:30 p. m.
and 12:00 midnight, providing all
reasonable precautions are taken, such
as cutting and piling flammable
material and clearing around the area
to prevent fire from spreading. Even
then if the fire escapes, you are
responsible for the cost of suppressing
the fire and any damage it causes,"
stated Wilson.
"Controlling wild fires and woodland
fires in Calloway County has become
very important. To do this we have had
to have stricter law enforcement by our
1.4iw Enforcement Officer, Don Hodge;
Unit Ranger, Jim Langston, and other
Division of Forestry personnel. We
hope it will not be necessary to become
even stricter in the future," Wilson
said.
"If you have some burning to do, save
yourself some money and em-
barrassment by calling your local
forest ranger or the District Office in
Mayfield at 247-3913, and get their
advice," Wilson said.
"While you are talking to them, ask
about the other services the Kentucky
Division of Forestry has to offer you.
We have qualified Service Foresters to
make recommendations on reforesting,
tree disease, tree planting, marketing
and utWzation of Umber; as well as
give advice on timber stand im-
provement, harvesting and other
woodland operations," the ranger said.
Dr. Thompson Speaks To
Kiwanis Club Last Night
Speaking before the Murray Kiwanis
Club Thursday evening, Dr. James
Thompson, chairman of the Agriculture
Department at Murray State, told
Kiwanians that efficient American
farming methods provide a healthy
base for our productive society.
Highlighting National Agriculture
week, Thompson traced the history of
Dr. Jim Thompson
agriculture from the beginning of the
agricultural revolution 145 years ago.
Citing Daniel Webster's statement,
"When tillage begins, other arts
follow..." Thompson pointed out that
the efficient farmer of today feeds
approximately fifty other people, thus
freeing them for industry and other
productive work in our society.
Focusing on regional agriculture, it
was stated that West Kentucky is the
"breadbasket" of Kentucky. The 23
western counties produce 90 per cent of
Kentucky's soybeans and 80 to 85 per
cent of the state's corn.
Farming is big business. The modern
West Kentucky farmer who makes his
entire living from farming may have an
investment of a half million dollars or
more in his business. "Today's farmer
may have to spend more for a large
tractor or for a large combine than
many people spend for a house,"
Thompson stated.
While the farmer has had three or
four relatively good years the present
outlook is not quite so good. Thompson
pointed out that neither the farmer nor
the consumer benefits in the long run
from widely fluctuating farm. prices.
He spoke out in favor of a freer market
whereby the farmer can have a more
steady demand for his products. The
farmer deserves a fair return for his
products and the consumer needs to
find a fair and not too widely fluc-
tuating price on the food products he
buys.
Food today is still a bargain to the
consumer, Thompson concluded.
Fifteen to sixteen per cent of an
American's take-home pay is spent for
food items, in contrast to a figure of
about 80 per cent in some of the Asiatic
countries.
museums when compared with the
subway stations in the U.S.
Henley also reported on the National
League of Cities meeting in
Washington. He said that the main topic
of discussion at the meeting was the
federal revenue sharing bill which is
now pending in Congress.
In other business, the mayor and
conncil were presented with two
volume sets of the recently codified city
ordinances. The ordinances were
compiled by the Murray State
University Department of Political
Science, the College of Business and
Public Affairs and the Center for
Regional Services.
The council also voted to approve the
purchase of two 1976 kt -ton pickup
trucks for the Murray Water System
from Parker Ford whose low bid was
$5,098.44, with trade, on the sale. Other
bids were submitted by Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet and Jim Fain Motors.
Also approved was the paying of the
expenses of city street-sanitation
department Supt. Lee Bolen to attend
an American Public Works Association
Workshop on solid waste management.
The workshop will be held in Topeka,
Ks., April 29-30.
The council decided that
hospitalization insurance for three
recently hired firemen should be paid
by the city starting with the beginning
of their employment. The council also
expressed the feeling that the policy
should apply to all city employes and
action to that effect is expected in the
near future.
In another case involving
hospitalization insurance, the council
voted to continue to pay the insurance
premiums for Louis Lyons, a sanitation
department employe, for as long as
Lyons remains employed by the city.
Lyons was injured on the job last July
and has been unable to return to work
since that time.
The Water System was givne per-
mission to advertise for bids on the sale
of two parcels of land that are no longer
needed by the system. One of the tracts
is located on the north side of the 121
Bypass and the other is the former
Johnson Sewer Treatment plant in the
southwest portion of the city.
Councilman Dave Willis reported
that the spring pickup by the street
department is progressing on
schedule and that the brush and trash
pickup on the south side of Murray
would begin Monday morning at 7 p.m.
SPECIAL ENROLLMENT — 56 new members were enrolled in the Murray Moose Lodge by the special ritual team
from the Hoplinsville Lodge last night as the 34th annual Kentucky Moose Association conference got underway.
Seated directly in front of the new enrollees are Moose dignitaries, left to right, Romuel Toon, secretary of the Ken-
tucky Moose Association, Jesse Craig, Kentucky Moose President, Paul Schroder, special representative from
Moosehan, Ill., and Louis J. Ferraro, regional Moose director for Kentucky, Tennessee and Arkansas. The six men
wated on either side of the dignitaries comprise the special enrollment team from the Hopkinsville Lodge.
Photos by Dennis )ones
A
HONORED SPEAKER — Paul
Schroder, special representative
from Moosehart, Ill., was the
honored speaker as the 34th an-
nual Kentucky Moose Conference
got underway here last night. The
conference is continuing today
and tomorrow at both the old and
the new Murray Moose Lodge.
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School Board Discusses
Several Items Thursday
The Murray City School Board met in
regular session Thursday night, acting
on several matters, according to Supt.
Fred Schultz.
Principal Dennis Taylor was
recognized to review the program,
progress and personnel of the
elementary 'chocks. Taylor told the
board of several areas of quality in the
schools, and noted that there is a 17-1
student-teacher ratio in the school
system.
Assistant Supt. Holland reviewed the
spring sports program at Murray High
School, including golf, tennis, track and
6aseball, now being sponsored with the
athletic association paying the costa.
Approximately 70 students are in-
volved in the spring program for about
two months, with a total coot of
and a total income of about $343. It was
noted that the athletic association is
funding over $3,000 of the costs, about
all the group can handle without ad-
ditional funding. The board members
discussed the situation and agreed that
it should be given further study.
Supt. Schultz reported on a meeting
with representatives of Calloway
County High School and Murray State
University on the need for a driving
range for the driver education classes.
The project would be located on the
MS 4 campus, and would be funded
Moratorium On Mail Cutbacks
Agreed To By Postal Service
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Postal
Service has agreed to a moratorium on
cutbacks in mail service, the chairman
of the House Postal Service subcom-
mittee said today.
Rep. James M. Hanley, D-N. Y., told a
news conference he interprets the
moratorium to mean:
—No additional closings of small post
offices.
—A cutback in business deliveries,
scheduled to go into effect Monday, will
not be made.
—Elimination of Saturday delivery
service, which had been seriously
considered by the Postal Service, will
not occur.
"The Postmaster General, for his
own reasons, has not been definitive.
But this is my interpretation of what he
told me," Hanley said. He said the
Postal Service is taking the steps ill
order to court the support of Congress
members for additional postal sub-
sidies.
Hanley released a copy of a letter
from Postmaster General Benjamin F.
Bailer that said, "If the constraints of
our current financial crisis could be
eased by the infusion of additional
funds, otherwise inevitable reductions
in service could be avoided."
Bailer's letter did not specify what
service reductions could be avoided.
A Postal Service spokesman. asked
Windy and Mild
Increasing cloudiness, windy and
mild today with chance of thun-
dershowers by late afternoon, high in
the upper 60s and low 70s. Windy with
showers and thundershowers likely
tonight and Saturday. Low tonight in
the mid to upper 50s. High Saturday
ariamd 70. Sunday clearing and cooler.
about Ranley's comments, said: "The
letter ( by Bailer) has to speak for it-
self."
Hanley said the letter and a recent
discussion he had with Bailer exhibit a
"new attitude on the part of the Postal
Service."
Hanley said he supports a bill being
considered in the Senate to double the
$1.5 billion annual postal subsidy. A
similar provision supported by Hanley
was voted down last fall in the House.
Hanley said Bailer agreed to the
moratorium after the congressman
said the additional subsidy could not
pass in the atmosphere of hostility
toward the Postal Service created by
cutbacks in service.
Bailer has said the mail agency must
reduce its costs wherever possible
because of Its financial crisis. The
agency is expected to lose a record $1.5
billion this fiscal year.
through federal and MSU money. The
project is expected to cost about $4,000.
After some discussion, a motion was
passed to participate in the program.
Several pieces of legislation passed
by the last General Assembly were
reviewed, in regard to the effect they
have on secondary and elementary
education.
A report on the food service program
for January and February showed an
average participation of 1,241, which is
70.4 per cent of the student enrollment.
Participation this year continues to be
the highest in the history of the food




MEMPHIS (AP)—A federal ear-
thquake expert says the Mid-South may
be in for some aftershocks of Wed-
nesday's tremor that may or may not
be felt.
Waverly Person, staff geophysicist
for the U.S. Geological Survey's
National Earthquake Information
Center, Golden, Colo., said Wed-
nesday's earthquake was the strongest
in the vicinity since 1843.
"You have to classify this as strong,"
he said of the first tremor that hit the
Memphis area about 6:43 p.m. An af-
tershock was felt at 7:02 p.m.
Person said the earthquake center
recorded two smaller tremors after the
initial strong quake hit portions of
Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, Alabama,
Arkansas, Tennessee, and Mississippi.
Those aftershocks were "very minor
ones" that were recorded several hours
after the first quake.
The center's instruments placed the
earthquake at between 4.75 and 5 on the
Richter scale that measures ground
motion on seismographs.
He said a 6 reading on the scale would
have caused significant damage.
Dr. Larry Lackey, assistant
professor of geology at Memphis State
University, who monitors earth
tremors on a Richter scale, said there
may be some smaller aftershocks in the
area for several weeks.
He said any aftershocks "most likely
would be ones we would just pick up on
the instrument." "What we do not know
is if Wednesday's earthquake is the
portent of future activity," Lackey
said.
Applications For Student Loans Must Be Submitted By April 1st
Students who plan to submit ap-
plications for any type of financial aid
at Murray State University for the 1976-
77 school year must complete and
submit the necggsary forms before
April 1.
Johnny" McDougal, director of
student financial aill„ said a Murray
State financial aid application and the
applicable Family Financial Statement
are required for both new and previous
applicants for loans, grants, and
student employment.
Among the types of assistance
available on the campus are National
Direct Student Loans (NDSL), Sup-
plemental Educational Opportunity
Grants (SEOG), Nursing Student
Loans, Nursing Scholarshipa, and-or
student employment under either the
University Student Employment or
Federal Work-Study Programs.
McDougal summarized the programs
as follows:
—National Direct Student Loan—The
most popular loan program with the
best terms for students, the NDSL
provides repayable awards to both
graduate and undergraduate students
who need loans to meet their
educational expenses. Repayment
begins one year after leaving Murray
State, with 10 years allowed for
repayment. Quarterly repayments of
principal and the three per cent interest
rate are scheduled over that 10-year
period. No interest accrues while the
borrower is in schooL
—Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant—For un-
dergraduate students only, the SEOG
program of non-repayable awards is
designed for students of exceptional
financial need who would be um, to
continue their education without the
grant. Grants under this psogram must
be matched, dollar for dollar, by cer-
tain other types of financial aid—nearly
always NDSL awards. Eligibility for
the SEOG program is based on the
calculated need of the student, cost of
education, and eligibility for other
financial assistance.
—Nursing Student Loan—Both
graduate and undergraduate students
officially admitted to the nursing
academic program who can demon-
strate a need for the funds to meet
educational costs are eligible to aPPIY
for the repayable Nursing Student
Loan. The loans are repaid at three Per
cent interest plus principal on an an'
nual schedule over a 10-year pennd
Repayments begin a year and nine
months after the borrower leaves
Murray State. A special provision of the
program is a cancellation of repayment
clause which permits cancellation of up
to 85 per cent of the total loan for a
nursing student who is employed full-
time as a professional nurse, including
teacher, administrator, supervisor, or
consultant in any field of nursing, in
any public or non-profit private agency,
institution, or organization. Can-
cellation of repayments is granted on a
yearly basis at the rate of 15 per cent of
the loan plus interest for each of the
first, second, and third complete year
the borrower is employed and 20 per
cent of the loan plus interest for each of




awards are intended for nursing
students of exceptional financial need.
Currently only previous nursgng
scholarship recipients are being funded
through this program.
—University Student employmen-
t—Part-time jobs for full-time students
are provided in 85 to 90 departments or
employing units on the camper, with
students working up to 15 hours a week,
depending on the availability of
departmental employment funds and-
or the academic schedule of the worker.
The rate of pay is $1.87 an hour until
Jan. 1, 1077, and $1.96 an hour
thereafter. Checks are issued directly
to student workers, and earnings
through the program are considered
taxable income by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS).
—Federal Work - Study Program —
Also a program of part-time esn-
pktyrnent for full-time students in 80 to
90 departments and employing emits on
the campus, Federal Work-Study
eligibility is determined by U. S. Office
of Education guidelines on the basis of
financial need. Students may work up
to 15 hours a week. The rate of pay is
$1.27 an hour until Jan. 1,1977, and $1.96
an how thereafter. Earnings are
taxable, according to the IRS.
In addition to these programs,
McDougal said the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BEOG program
provides nonrepayable awards. He
added that students are also en-
couraged to obtain and submit BEOG
applications for 1976-77
Students who need applications or
information on any of the financial aid
progriuns may visit the Student
Financial Aid Office, Sparks Hall,
Murray State University or call (502)
762-2546. Forms should be completed
and mailed to the designated addresses
no later than April 1. f,
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FOR SATURDAY,
Look in the section in wtich
your birthday comes and find
whet your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Avoid excesses and worry.
Also, remember that high-
methods and a hard-
sell irttitude can wee( others, so
=phoebe serenity and ease of
COlontr.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Several avenues of activity
will be open to you. Be eekctive
in your choice. Don't waste time
an unproductive undertakings.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) 111141.-
A day for forethought. Give
all your activities your de him
treatment. Smile through possi-
ble trying moments. Earnest ef-
forts will bring reward.
CANCER








We. Tom Noland, speaker
on World natio, owl IN-
- 'tractor in UlbI. at Freed
Hardernan College in Hen-
derson, In. we be wide the
Green Main Church of Christ
in a series of meetings Mar-
di MA to April 1st Time
will be 730 each evening,
There MI be a cordial
welcome at ail the services
Mr. Holland is a song writer,
and WM direct the singing at





and perseverance. You have
much to gain.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 444A
Much can be accomplished in
both the planning and doing
stage. It need not be all work or
business. Include social and
personal matters in your
program.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 33)
Cooperation with others could
pave your road to happy
satisfaction There's more to
this day than shows on the an'-
face. Don't Bell its possibilities
short.
LIBRA(.,0. 24tii---21)
H mama to mu Into snags
more thee tietutl, Immediately
check, and recheck, If need be.
There's no same in repeating
errors or clinging to previous
misconceptions.
SCORPIO
Don't be overly aggressive, of
course, but you may have to
speak up firmly now, especially
in support of worthwhile causes.
Don't hesitate.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Avoid Involved situations and
decipher ambiguous statements
slowly enough to prevent
errors. Clear the atmosphere so
m to make sound decisions.
CAPRICORN
(I. n to Jan. 20) Xi Ur
Some requests may amoy,
but think them over carefully.
Compliance COULD prove
profitable in the long run — and
bring you happiness as welL
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 10)
Stellar influences stimulate
your artistic abilities and
promise happy personal
relationships. Let the other
fellow know that you value his
goni
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 30) Xe'
Don't believe everything you
hear now, but look for the truth
and, when you find it, recognise
it. Rumors may be spread
deliberately.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a &be intellect
and extraordinary intuition;
are extremely ambitious and
talented along many lines.
The Calloway County High
School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America held
its Sixteenth Annual Mother-
Daughter Banquet on
Tuesday, March 16 at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Janet Murdock, president,
presided during the event and
also introduced the special
guests. James Feltner gave
the invocation and Teesa
Erwin gave the welcome to
the mothers and daughters.
Teri Morris presented the
High Chapter
Has Banquet
1975-76 FHA Beau, Teddy
Futrell, with a small gift.
Rhonda Burkeen recognized
those girls who worked on a
degree. The girls working on
the Junior degree were Diane
McCuiston, Mary Bonner,
Rita Edwards, Nancy Mur-
dock, Jana Hopkins, Lisa
Murdock, Marion Adams,
Donna Smith, Cresti Bucy,
Kathran Thorn, Ginger
Mitchell, Debbie Cherry, and
Connie Cleaver.
Workers on the Chapter
Dan McDaniel, chrector of choral music at Calloway
County High School, presented a program of songs at
the Mother-Daughter Banquet held by the Calloway
FHA Chapter. His accompanist was Matt Bryant
James Feltner, assistant principal of Calloway County
High School, was presented an honorary membership at
the Mother-Daughter Banquet held by the FHA at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Our bank is as near as your mailbox. With our check-
ing account and savings acpount you can do 95%
of your day-to-day banking by mail. Transfer money
from savings to checking, from checking to savings,
deposit other checks, etc. Ask one of our tellers
about bank-by-mail envelopes—and get a new point




Miss Dana Ward 'Puckett
and John Reed Quertermous
whose engagement and ap-
proaching marriage has
recently been announced were
entertained at the Kentucky
Lake home of Dr. and Mrs.
William G. Hart and Dr. and
Mrs. James C. Hart on
Saturday evening, February
the twenty-fourth, with a
dinner party.
The house was lighted
throughout with red candles in
wrought iron candle holders
and wall sconces. The dining
table was covered with a red
homespun cloth and centered
with a split hickory basket of
red polished apples. A big log
fire burned in the fireplace.
Guests from Louisville,
Memphis, Dallas, and Murray
enjoyed guitar music and
boating during the evening.
Circle Holds
Program Meet
The Blankenship Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Women met March 11 in the
borne of Donna Jackson.
Jane Cothran gave the
program and scripture in a
devotional form.
Eleven members answered
the roll call by Donna
Jackson. secretary. The
meeting was closed with
Prayer.
Quilts quilted by the COr-
delia Erwin and Blankenship
Circles are now on display at
the Calloway County Public
Library.
degree were Becky Blackford,
Barbara Pierce, Rhonda
Burkeen, Renee Tobey,
LaDonn Roberts, and Bonnie
Smith. State degree workers
were Janet Murdock, Gail
Smotherrnan, and Pam Todd.
Renee Tobey gave the salute
to seniors. Seniors girls
present were Bonnie Parrish,
Diane McCuiston, Becky
Blackford, Rhonda Burkeen,
Teresa Turley, Cindy Rogers,
Barbara Pierce, Martha
McCallon, Vickie Weather-
ford, Kathie Broach, Sandy
Gray, Peggy Rogers, Sandy Pamela Lynn Newsome-
Bibba, Cindy Bailey, Barbie Daniel Ray Turnage wedding
Griffin, Shelia Kirk, Lisa at Kirksey United Methodist
Rogers, Teesa Erwin, Mary Church postponed due to
Bonner, Theresa Dover, Ann illness.
Ross, Sherry Morris, Vanessa
Eickhoff, and Bonnie Smith. Alpha Department, Murray
Sherry Haley presented the Woman's Club, will have a
1975-76 Honorary member, luncheon at noon at the club
James Feltner, CCHS house.
assistant principal. Tina
Eldridge presented each of- Sunday, March 211
ficer a small appreciation gift. Smorgasbord by Murray
The last presentation made Assembly No. 19 Order of the
was a gift to Bill Miller, the Rainbow for Girls will be at
Calloway County Chapter first WOW Hall with serving to
Honorary member. He was start at 12:30p.m.
given a pair of binoculars for
"watching deers and dears."
Songs such as "Tie A Yellow
Ribbon," "The Way We
Were". and "The Lord's
Prayer" were sung by Dan
McDaniel who was ac-
companied by Matt Bryant.
Hostesses for the event were
Cindy Bailey, Cindy Rogers,
Teresa Turley, and Tammy
Overby.
Serving on the program
committee were LaDon





Ambrose," will be presented
by the Drama Department of
Calloway County High School
at 7:30 p.m. at Jeffrey gym.
Saturday, March
Slave Day will be held by the
Calloway County High School
Speech and Debate Team
from eight a.m. to five p.m.
For a slave call 753-5479 or 753-
8141 or after five p.m. call 753-
9459.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at 6:30
p.m. for a family style dinner.
NOW AT HOME
Mrs. Claude (Erma Let)
Wilson is now recuperating at
her home at 235 Rivieria
Courts, Murray, after having
been hospitalized at the
Murray-Calloway County




Houston, Texas, will present a
special program at Calvary
Temple Pentecostal Church of
God at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Chureh at
seven p.m.
Tuesday, March 34
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
monthly clean up at 10:30 a.m.
and lunch at noon.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Dexter Senior Citizens Arts
and Crafts Group will meet at
the Dexter Community Center
at 9:30 a.m.
Mrs. Charles Humphrey Hostess
For North Murray Club Meeting
Mrs. Charles Htunplrer
entertained the North Murray
Homemakers Club on Friday,
March 12, at 1:30 p. m. at her
home.
In the absence of the
president, Mrs. Edgar Morris,
the meeting was presided over
by the vice-president, Mrs.
Ivan Outland. Nine members
and one visitor, Mrs. Barletta
Wrather. answered the roll
call with 'what I look forward
to most about spring."
The scripture reading from
Hebrews 3:14 was by Mrs.
Humphrey using the thought
of being aware that a house
built by hands alone is not
always a home.
Lessons for the coming year
were presented and chosen by
the members present.
The' lesson on "Property
Rights" was given by the
leaders, Mrs. Ivan Outland
and Mrs. John workman,
assisted by Mrs. Wrather, who
also gave instructions on the
early discovery of cancer.
Dan Patterson from the
County Judge's office gave a
talk and discussion on the
"Crime Preventive
Program."
Mrs. K. T. Crawford
presented an article on




The April meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Bailey
Riggins on Friday, April 9, at
1:30p. m.






of line leather. A
devil-may-care casual
air. And a readiness
to go wherever she
wants. The way she
wants. A Saturday
feeling, for every day
of your life. From
ter.
Just In Timis For Easton.
Exercise Classes
For Women
Offering qualified instruction end me of
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Cathey-Edwards Vows
To Be Read Saturday
The wedding vows of Miss
Vickie Len Cathey, daughter




The Be. Walker and Janelle
Doyle Groups of the First
Baptist Church WMU held a
joint meeting on March 23 at
7:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
G. T. Lilly.
Mrs. Bill Sams, president of
the Bea Walker Group, opened
the meeting. Mrs. Bobby
Malone read the prayer
calendar and led in prayer.
Those attending the meeting
were: Mrs. Bill Sams, Mrs.
Bobby Malone, Mrs. Ned
Walsh, Mrs. Bill Whittaker,
Mrs. Paul Mansfield, Mrs. Joe
Johnston, Mrs. James Rogers,
Mrs. Charles Outland, Mrs. G.
T. Moody, Mrs. Ralph Dar-
nell, Mrs. Allen Russell, and
Mrs. Lilly.
A book review was given by
several members of the
groups.
Mrs. Lilly served a dessert,
coffee and Coke.
The next meeting will be on
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of Murray, to Michael Lee
Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs_
Bobby Lee Edwards of Benton
Route Five, will be solemnized
on Saturday, Mardi 27, at 6 :30
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist
Church.
Hey. Jerrell White will of-
ficiate at the double ring
ceremony. Rev. Ron Hampton
will be the organist and
soloist.
Miss Cathey has chosen
Miss Lisa Jones as her maid of
honor and Miss Diane
Harrison as her bridesmaid.
Her junior bridesmaid will be
Miss Kelly Cathey, her sister.
David Cathey, brother of the
bride-elect, will be the best
man. Groomsmen will be
Larry Bolen, Greg Edwards,
and Brian Duncan.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are





Phyllis Whitney's home on
Sharpe Street was the scene
for the meeting of Thu Phi
Lambda Sorority, Woodmai
of the World. Edna Bogard
served as co-hostess. Sixteen
members were present.
A report was given on the
flag ceremony to be held June
14, 1976 by all Woodmen
across the nation. Also, a
report on the Ranger and
Rangerette Bingo Party to be
held in March was given.
A date was set to cllacuss
final pions for the Little Miss
Kentucky Pageant by Carol
McDougal, chairman. It was
also reported that there would
be no more warltnights on the
scrapbook until the Little Mies
Pageant is over.-- —
Donna Garland was elected
by the sorority to be their
representative on the
Executive Council of Wood-
men of the World. Other
members of the Council are
Cynthia Hart and Diana
Lyons.
Mrs. Brandon And Mrs. Brown
Present Program, Erwin Home
"Ministry In The World We
Live In" was the subject of the
program presented by Mrs.
Clara Brandon and Mrs.
Clovis Brown at the meeting of
the Cordell& Erwin Unit of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Women
held at the home of Mrs.
Brenda Erwin on Monday,
March 8, at seven p.
Assisting in the program
were Mrs. Imogene Paschall,
Mrs. Lurene Cooper, Mrs.




reported on the World Day of
Prayer. She announced that
the Time Apart district
meeting will be held at Henry,
Tenn., on April 4 from 2:30 to
four p.m.
A past president's pin was
presented to Mrs. Clovis
Brown by Mrs. Mavis
McCamish, who also reed a
thank you letter from the
Reelfoot Ministry for the love
offering of $90. Five quilts
have been completed by the
unit and if interested in







Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
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Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Erwin and Mrs.
Imogene Paschall. Visitors
were Dr. William P. Mullins,
Jr., Mrs. Pearl Brandon, Mrs.
Volene Guthrie, and Mrs.
Mary Carson, with the latter
two becoming new members.
Other members present were
Mrs. Jessie Phillips, Mrs.
Dorothy Cooper, Mrs. Eula
May Barnes, Mrs. Ellen Orr,





Open house was held at the
March meeting of the East
Elementary School Parent-
Teacher Club with a special
choral program presented by
the Choral Group, directed by
Mrs. Diane Dixon with Mr.
Dixon as piano accompanist.
The flag was presented and
allegiance given led by Cub
Scout Pack 48 and the
Webloes, sponsored by the
East PTC. The scirpture from
Psalms 23 was read by Debbie
Hooks with prayer by Frank
Poole.
Jerry Red Overbey presided
and announced the intramural
basketball games on April 1,2,
and 3; attic sale at school on
Saturday, April 10. Room
count was won by the first
grade. Board members
present were Walter Byars,
Joe Dyer, and Billy Joe
Stubblefield.
Officers elected for









Mrs. Charles G. Smith
opened her home on North
19th Street for the meeting of
the Maryleona Frost Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church held on Tuesday,
March 9, at 9:30 a. m. with the
president, Mrs. Johnny
Walker, presiding.
A lesson on "Missions" was
presented by Mrs. J. C. Winter
who gave four examples of
women and the work they do,
all different, but yet all
related to Missions. She also
read various scriptures from
the Bible wit) each example.
Announcetnents concerning
the revival, the bazaar, and
the workshop were made. Also
a "paper shower" was a part
of this meeting with all
members having been asked
to bring some kind of paper
gift such as towels, tissues,
cups, etc., to be given to
Lakeland Mission.
Also present were Mrs.
Edam Holland, Mrs. Mary
Watson, Mrs. Marge Kipp,
Mrs. Nell Edon, LMian
Graves, Mrs. Mae Titania',
Mrs. Virginia Douglas', Mrs.
Helen Nelson, and Mrs. Lora
Ashcroft
And Eke Ami Gold &mist Held Firk 37 At Robeson Stia
The annual Blue and Gold
Banquet was held by Pack 37
scouts and their families at
Robertson School.
In the awards ceremony
preceeding the dinner, den
mothers were presented a
purple heart award and a blue
carnation in appreciation for
their work each week with the
cubs. Cubmaster Ron Madill!'
also recognized the pack of-
ficers and thanked them for
their work this year.
The following cubs also won
awards: In Den 4 Mal
Grimes, John Hassell, Eric
Hutson and Tim Lackey
earned Wolf badges. In Den 6
Eddie Buhlar received his
Bobcat, Brad Kenyon his
Wolf, and Tony Beal a Wolf
and a Gold arrow point.
Webelos earned the
following badges: Jimmy
Armstrong - Athelete, Kyle
Evans - Athlete and Sport-
sman, Ray Ferguson -
Naturalist, Shay Guthrie -
Sportsman, Ross James -
Citizenship, Danny Fleming -
Athlete and Outdoorsman.
Following the banquet
served buffet style, Coach
Fred Overton spoke to the
cubs on the topic "You Can Do
What You Think You Can." A
Special guest for the evening
was G. W. Hayden, District
Executive for the Chickasaw
District Of Four Rivers
Council.
Pack 37 wishes to
acknowledge donations made
jimmy Armstrong receives his Athlete pin from his
mother as his sister looks on at the annual Blue and
Gold Banipret held by Pack 37 at Robertson School
to their banquet. Floral
arrangements and flowers for
den leaders from Shirley
Florist; tablecloths from
Boone Laundry and Cleaners;
lemonade from Ryan Milk
Company; plates, cups and
silverware from Big K, IGA
Southside and Kroger;
napkins from Federal Savings
and Loan; coffee, sugar and
cream courtesy of the Webelos
den.
Rainbow For Girls Assembly To
Sponsor Smorgasbord Sunday
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Wednesday, March 17, at
4:30 p.m. at the Masonic Hall
with Rhonda Sledd, worthy
advisor, and Mrs. Twila
Coleman, mother advisor,
presiding.
Final plans were made for
the smorgasbord to be held
Sunday, March 28, from 12:30





Donna Smith, Johnda Moss,
Terri Carson, Susan Estes,
Mary Jane Estes, Susan
Weber, Rhonda Siedd, Tina
Salem WMU
Has Program
The WMU of Salem Baptist
Church met Wednesday,
March 10, at seven p.m. at the
church for the regular mon-
thly meeting.
Mrs. Eleanor Miller gave
the call to prayer. Mrs. Estelle
Blankenship was in charge of
the program concerning
missions.
Taking part in the program
were Mrs. Hilda Winchester,
Mrs. Olena Armstrong, and
Mrs. Oretha Williams.
Others present were Mn.
Glenda Armstrong, Mrs.
Pearl Kimbro, Mrs. Winnie
Crouch, Mrs. Annie Walker,
Mrs. Lottie Sheridian, Mrs.
Martha Windsor, Mrs.
Elizabeth Matthews, Mrs.
Beverly Overcast, and Miss
Amy Paschall.
George, Linda Knight, Kathy
Black, Deidra Folsom, Less
Robertson.
Adults present were Twila
Coleman and Marilyn
Weatherford.- --
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesday, April 6, at




Mr. and Mrs. Brownie Linn
Jones of Murray Manor
Apartments announce the
birth of a baby girl, Amy
Lynn, weighing seven pounds
one ounce, born on Thursday,
March 18, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Euin Jones of Murray
and Mrs. Almarine Tilford of




Miss Patsy Beauchamp will
visit her relatives in Owen-
sboro during the coming week.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
rm Eco' nom
$25 Million Loco
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right questions.
We dig for every honest deduction. We
want to leave no stone unturned to
make sure you pay the smallest
legitimate tax.
WM BLOCK®
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Guest Editorials
Crippling Strikes
How effective are the laws
,iagainst strikes by public em-
gi
yes? How often are the large
. es assessed on union leader-
p and individual workers in
alases of illegal Work stoppages
ct ually collected?
In view of the increasing
'frequency of illegal strikes
against the public—the recent
,strike of Pittsburg school
:teachers comes to mind, as
:does the celebrated walkout
Aaist year by New York City
•Ar,._ emen and garbage collec-
iltrs—it would appear that
public employe unions by and..
;. arge do not consider them-
:.selves bound by no-strike
.clauses in their contracts.
:: So powerful have these
-Unions grown in our larger
cities that they can and do exer-
;else coercionary influence over
'the elected representatives of
the tax payers who are their
employers. Given the fiscal
. crises into which city after city
.ia slipping, crippling strikes by
:those who provide critical and
1"`,4uninterruptible" services are
'bound to increase in the months
ahead.
It has long been our view that
when one enters a career in the
public service, a tradeoff oc-
curs between those rights
traditionally enjoyed by
organized labor in the private
sector and greater degree
of job security and personal
satisfaction ordinarily
provided by public em-
ployment. The old distinctiOns
are breaking down, however,
and the seemingly insatiable
demands of the new princes of
organized labor—the leaders of
the public employe unions—are
forcing layoffs and cutbacks in
services once considered
sacrosanct.
The courts generally have
proven sympathetic but inef-
fective in curbing the excesses
of public employe unions. Some
solution must be found to this
problem. No organization or
group of workers should have
the right or the power to "shut
down the city" and endanger




' A strange tale about a
woman whu asked a Methodist
minister to do a burial
„ceremony for her dog is repor-
ted by Mack Stanley, who vows
• it is a true story.
The preacher didn't want to
,do it and tactfully suggested
-.she see the Baptist minister, if
she had no objection to another
denomination.
- That made no difference to
,the dead pet's owner and she
40 Years Ago
Mrs. Jessie Crago, Mrs. Hazel Beale,
and R. K. Carpenter, all local em-
ployees of the Southern Bell Telephone
.Company, were honored for their years
-Of "service at a dinner meeting held at
the Holiday Inn.
Rev. Thomas Hicks Shelton,
secretary of evangelism of the Ken-
tucky Baptist Convention, will be the
:eVangelist for revival services at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Cary Miller on March n.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L Hendon of
Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Patsy Eariene, to
Stephen J. Tricarico, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Tricarico of Lakewood, N.
J.
New officers of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America are
Htnry Armstrong, William Ross, Sheila
Roberts, Patsy Falwell, Lee Ann
Lampe, Mary Jane Rhoades, Paulette
Farris, Penny Todd and Phyllis Cun-
ningham.
asked how much she should of-
fer to pay the Baptist minister.
"Whatever you can afford," the
Methodist advised. "How much
did you have in mind?"
The woman said she thought
$300 would be about right. The
preacher looked at his schedule
again and said: "I see I can
squeeze you in tomorrow, after
all. Why ttidn't you tell me your
pet was a Methodist?"
-Moen le) lass
20 Years Ago
Senator George E. Overbey who
served as chairman of Joint House-
Senate Committee investigating
charitable, penal, mental, and
eleemosynary institutions in the state
has been complimented by a resolution
passed by the General Assembly.
Deaths reported include J. L. Wilcox.
Enoch C. Sherman, Mrs. Morgan Orr,
and Emil Riterman.
Rev. W. Eckl Glover, pastor of the
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, is the speaker for
the Pre-Easter revival being held at the
church.
Births reported include a boy, Randy
Milton, to Mr. and Mrs. David Witco
Wright on March 17.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
The Second Greatest Sex" starring
canoe Crain and George Nader.
Bible Thought
The sower soweth the word. Mark
4:14.
We cannot convert another to our
faith, but we can share our faith
and love the person.
T-•
HEARAN
HFARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline: I recently read that the
Food and Drug Administration
recommended that dietary needs be
satisfied by foods except for persons
having special medical needs. This
article stated that there is no scientific
basis for recommended routine use of
dietary supplements such as vitamins
and minerals. I understand that the
FDA is asking that this statement be
put on the labels of vitamin bottles. This
sounds like the FDA is telling people
that they do not need vitamins, what do
you think?—B.H.
Answer: We feel that this is a move to
protect the consumer. The FDA is
evidentally trying to get the point
across that everyone does not neeo
vitamins, as is implied in some ad-
vertisements. However, these
statements are, in Heartline's opinion,
misleading. The facts are that most
people do not eat the right foods for
various reasons. Most people, and in
particular, most senior citizens, should
take some type of multiple vitamin.
Heartline: I retired four months ago
and I have lots of time on my hands. I
love to write. How can I join your Pen
Pal Club?—V.G.
Answer: For complete details on our
Pen Pal Club, you should write to
Heartline's American 60 Club, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415.
For your free leaflet, "How Heartline
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your






Special Assistant to the President
. and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
Investigage before you invest.
This word of caution concerns all
financial investments, but it is par-
ticularly applicable if you are thinking
of putting money into interests in oil or
gas leases. According to the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC),
while a number of oil and gas programs
are legitimate in their conception,
unscrupulous promoters have used the
Ire of investing in these leases to.
raud the public.
Interests in oil and gas leases are
actually shares of a lease for a piece of
land that has been rented by a company
to drill for gas or oil. By selling frac-
tional interests in the lease, the com-
pany is permitted to raise a total of
$250,000 for drilling and, if oil or gas is
found, the consumer-speculator is
supposed to get a percentage of the
profits from what is produced.
But what is happening, according to
the SEC, is that some unscrupulous
promoters have used this method of
investing to develop lucrative oil and
gas lease swindles.
They work like this:
After buying oil and gas leases and
filling out the appropriate forms with
the SEC, promoters then get telephone




In St. Paul, Minnesota, a judge ruled
that a lady had to pay an electrician
$377. The lady said that she had had sex
with the electrician in lieu of paying the
bill. And the judge ruled that there was
no way to determine the value of sex, so
the lady had to pay the electrician the
$377. ( The lady's husband thinks they
live in a magic house. They haven't had





The cost of controlling high
tittiod pressure (hypertension) a
often overlooked, yet, when
untreated this illness may be
en more expensive.
Ugh blood pressure is a com-
Mon illness, affecting about one
person in 10 (an intimated 23
million Americans).
Itypertension is a bfetime du-
et/S. usually beginning in chili:f-
litted and lasting until death
"ortunately. drug therapy for
condition is becoming more
ive in controlling blood
elevation and inore ac-
to patients
ccording to Albert Carr,
. . of the faculty of the Medi1-
c College of Georgia. the bill
ftkA medication. physician fees
akd related expenses for a pa-
lls with mild high blood pres-
seal. averages about $193 per
year A person with severe hy•
hi
By F.J.L Blassngarrie, m D
periension has about three times
as much expense, estimated at
V93 annually
If the treatment of high blood
pressure is not regularly
followed, the cost may be much
higher because of one or more
complications that often result A
smite may occur earlier in life
and cause significant and persis-
tent disability Without taking
into consideration the income
loss [mm resulting unemploy-
metx. Dr Carr estimatea the cost
of treating a stroke at $5,000.
Chronic kidney failure may be
another long-range comptication
of untreated high blood preature
In addition to the disability and
sufferng. the treatment of in-
adequate kidney function can be
exceedingly expenove. costing
thousands of dollars per year
Hypertension is related to an
increase in hardening Of the sr-
teries of the heart, to coronary
occlusions, and heart fadure.
These complications are not only
expensive to treat and frequently
very disabling. but also may
lead to an early death
Though life-long treatment is
expensive, k I more prudent
and wiser then neglect of high
blood pressure. Its proper man-
agement is a good invextment.
Q.. Mr. C.H., now past 40 years
of age, thinks that he enjoys good
health, except that his work is
confining and prevents his hav-
ing exercise to strengthen his
muscies. He a considering tak-
ing a course in muscle building
in the hope of warding off infec-
tion and assuring better health
He asks for comment
A I am glad that you are
blessed with good health I sug-
gest that you arrange a prograrn
 1
of regular exercise, preterahh
one that is not necessa ri ).
designed at muscle building at
your age. The site of your TM.,
des has no relationship to your
health or your resistance to in-
fection
44- Mrs. SS warts to 'mow how
often a person about 50 years old
should have a rectal examina-
tion to guard against cancer
A: After about 45 years it agl.
a person shoukl have a prar
taco* or rectal examinatinn
(Israelite check also in malesi
annually Cancer of the lower
colon and rectum is the most
common and the most danger-
ous. Such examinations should
also be done in the event of
presage of blood or change in
bowel habits such as persatent
consitipat ion
salesmen ( who often know nothing
about oil or gas) to make their pitch.
Typically, unfounded claims or
suggestions to potentially spectacular
profits are made. The consumer,
however, is not told anything about the
nature of the company offering the
interests or the risks involved in
speculating.
Because unscrupulous promoters
have used fractional interest offerings
as a way to bilk the public, SEC advises
you to be wary of salesmen trying to
sell you interests in an oil or gas lease.
But if you are interested in investing,
SEC suggests that you take these
precautionary steps first — before you
iut down any money:
w +ft yen get an unsolicited call or
letter, ask how the company got your
name.
+Find out if the offering is filed with
the SEC and the Securities Commission
of your state. Also ask the salesman if
he is licensed to sell securities in your
state.
+Ask for a copy of any geological
report that may have been made
( however, keep in mind that these
reports are not assurances that oil or
gas is present) and review it with
someone knowledgeable.
SEC also advises that you resist
pressures to make a hurried decision
and that you consider the risks in
relation to your own financial position.
Also remember that legitimate com-
panies and promoters are not hesitant
to provide you with information about
the company or the actual investment.
Therefore, if the people you talk to are
reluctant to give you these facts, it
should be a red flag to you against
making the investment.
Sunday School Lesfion
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Based on copvnghted outlines produced bi the Committee on




Our Lord's return was purposed in
the mind of God, prompted by the love
of God, promised by the Son of God, and
proclaimed by the Spirit of God through
the writers of the New Testament, as in
I Thessalonians 4:16 where Paul wrote:
"For the Lord himself shall descend
from heaven with a shout, with the
voice of the archangel, and Pith the
trump of God." His return is taught
clearly, definitely, and unistakably in
the Word of God, as, for example, "This
same Jesus, who is taken up from you
into heaven, shall so come in like
manner as ye have seen him go into
heaven" ( Acts 1:11).
While exercising great care in letting
his followers know that he will come
personally, bodily, visibly, suddenly,
and unexpectedly, Christ made it clear
that the exact time of his return is
unknown to all except the heavenly
Father (Matthew 24:36). Our Lord's
coming will be at a time when the world
will be absorbed in its own pursuits and
occupations (Matthew 24:37-39, Luke
17:26-77). In the days of Noah men
depended upon their own resources and
were arrogant over their
achievements. The people of Noah's
day, who were destroyed by the flood,
were occupied with their own in-
tellectual pursuits. Ignoring the claims
of God upon their lives, they per-
sistently rejected the message of God
which was delivered by his messenger,
Noah. When the man of God warned the
people of an impending judgment and
appealed to them to repent of their sins
and to get right with God, they looked
upon Noah as a weak-minded fanatic,
who was void of intellect and therefore
unworthy of notice. But, their rejection
of the preacher's message did not deter
him from preaching and from building
as God had commanded him to do. It is
never right, wise, or safe for anybody to
reject the messages of God which he
sends through his messengers.
Christ's return is a wonderful in-
centive to preparedness. When he
comes again believers and unbelievers,
or saved and unsaved, will be living
together on this earth. Upon his return
a great separation will take place. All of
those whom the Lord has saved shall be
caught up together to meet him in the
air, while all of the unsaved shall be left
behind to await the white throne
judgment. Even the closest associates
will be separated when Christ comes.
Of two working in the same field, "the
one shall be taken, and the other left."
Two humble women, with the same
occupation and interests, "shall be
grinding at the mill: the one shall be
taken, and the other left." From the
family circle some shall be taken and
others left. Why will this be the case?
Because some will have made
preparation for this great event by
having accepted Christ as their
Saviour, while others have persistently
refused to do so. Those who choose to
reject Christ instead of receiving him
are going to be left behind when he
comes and takes believers to be with
him. There will not be any hope for
those whom he shall leave behind. No
matter how much they may cry for
mercy, after that door of mercy has
been shut, all of the unsaved shall be
left behind and separated forever from
all who have trusted Christ as their
Saviour.
In view of the certainty of the return
of Christ, and of the uncertainty as to
the time of this great event, every
unsaved person should get ready for it
by trusting him as personal Saviour.
While Christians are awaiting his
return, the time of which is unknown to
them, they should be watching for him,
separating themselves from sinful
activities, refraining from the devotion
of their time and energies to life's
problems and pleasures, and yielding
themselves to the Holy Spirit for ser-
vice as he directs in the realm of am-
bassadorship for Christ to those who
sorely need to be reconciled to God.
While Christians daily watch for the
return of their Saviour, instead of their
waiting in idleness, they are to be
striving diligently and faithfully to
please him by their manner of life and
the way in which they work for him.
Wherever they go, they are to proclaim
to as many as possible the glorious
truth that Christ is able and anxious to
save them. The closing verses in
today's lesson teach that the lost will
face eternal punishment, as certainly
as Christ returns.
Isn't It The Truth
There are three kinds of clown, the
clown you see at the circus, the clown
you avoid at the cocktail party, and the
clowns who say that Henry Kissinger
believes in representative government.
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the ideas presented by se ladividoet linter in a column, to respond
with their f ',tinge es the portico* WSW bend discussed
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How effective are the laws
against strikes by public em-
ployes? How often are the large
fines assessed on union leader-
Ship and individual workers in
gases of illegal work stoppages
. actually collected?
In view of the increasing
• frequency of illegal strikes
against the public—the recent
strike of Pittsburg school
teachers comes to mind, as
:does the celebrated walkout
:Ast year by New York City
emen and garbage collec-
rs—it would appear that
Ublic employe unions by and
arge do not consider them-
selves bound by no-strike
clauses in their contracts.
So powerful have these
unions grown in our larger
cities that they can and do exer-
cise coercionary influence over
Ahe elected representatives of
the tax payers who are their
einployers. Given the fiscal
+crises into which city after city
is slipping, crippling strikes by
those who provide critical and
"uninterruptible" services are
'bound to increase in the months
*
ahead.
It has long been our view that
when one enters a career in the
public service, a tradeoff oc-
curs between those rights
traditionally enjoyed by
organized labor in the private
sector and greater degree
of job security and personal
satisfaction ordinarily
provided by public em-
ployment. The old distinctions
are breaking down, however,
and the seemingly insatiable
demands of the new princes of
organized labor—the leaders of
the public employe unions—are
forcing layoffs and cutbacks in
services once considered
sacrosanct.
The courts generally have
proven sympathetic but inef-
fective in curbing the excesses
of public employe unions. Some
solution must be found to this
problem. No organization or
group of workers should have
the right or the power to "shut
down the city" and endanger
the lives and property of the
inhabitants.
•Charlasem (LC.) Isissing Pao
Burial Service
•-
: A strange tale about a
?woman who asked a Methodist
"minister to do a burial
, ceremony for her dog is repor-
4ed by Mack Stanley, who vows
• is a true story.
The preacher didn't want to
.ido it and tactfully suggested
-,ahe see the Baptist minister, if
.she had no objection to another
ifienomination.
That made no difference to
the dead pet's owner and she
asked how much she should of-
fer to pay the Baptist minister.
"Whatever you can afford," the
Methodist advised. "How much _
did you have in mind?"
The woman said she thought
$300 would be about right. The
preacher looked at his schedule
again and said: "I see I can
squeeze you in tomorrow, after
all. Why didn't you tell me your




Mrs. Jessie Crago, Mrs. Hazel Beale,
and R. K. Carpenter, all local em-
ployees of the Southern Bell Telephone
Company, were honored for their years
-of -service at a dinner meeting held at
the Holiday Inn.
Rev. Thomas Hicks Shelton,
.secretary of evangelism of the Ken-
tucky Baptist Convention, will be the
:evangelist for revival services at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Cary Miller on March n.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L Hendon of
Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Patsy Earlene, to
Stephen J. Tricarico, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Tricarico of Lakewood, N.
J.
New officers of the Calloway County
High School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America are
Ittnry Armstrong, William Ross, Sheila
Roberts, Patsy Falwell, Lee Ann
Lampe, Mary Jane Rhoades, Paulette
Irarris, Penny Todd- and Phyllis-Cun-
ningham.
20 Years Ago
Senator George E. Overbey who
served as chairman of Joint House-
Senate Committee investigating
charitable, penal, mental, and
eleemosynary institutions in the state
has been complimented by a resolution
passed by the General Assembly.
Deaths reported include J. L. Wilcox,
Enoch C. Sherman, Mrs. Morgan Orr,
and Emil Riterman.
Rev. W. Edd Glover, pastor of the
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, is the speaker for
the Pre-Easter revival being held at the
church.
Births reported include a boy, Randy
Milton, to Mr., and Mrs. David Milton
Wright on March 17.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
The Second Greatest Sex" starring
eanne Crain and George Nader.
Bible Thought
The sower sowed" the word. Mark
4:14.
We cannot convert another to our
faith. but we can share our faith
and love the person.
HEARTUNE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—
fast. II you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLLNE, 11514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens wW receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
In this column.
Heartline : I recently read that the
Food and Drug Administration
recommended that dietary needs be
satisfied by foods except for persons
having special medical needs. This
article stated that there is no scientific
basis for recommended routine use of
dietary supplements such as vitamins
and minerals. I understand that the
FDA is asking that this statement be
put on the labels of vitamin bottles. This
sounds like the FDA is telling people
that they do not need vitamins, what do
you think?—B.H.
Answer: We feel that this is a move to
protect the consumer. The FDA is
evidentally trying to get the point
across that everyone does not need
vitamins, as is implied in some ad-
vertisements. However, these
statements are, in Heartline's opinion,
misleading. The facts are that most
people do not eat the right foods for
various reasons. Most people, and in
particular, most senior citizens, should
take some type of multiple vitamin.
Heartline: I retired four months ago
and I have lots of time on my hands. I
love to write. How can I join your Pen
Pal Club?—V.G.
Answer: For complete details on our
Pen Pal Club, you should write to
Heartline's American 60 Club, 6514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415.
For your free leaflet, "How HearUine
Can Help You," address a long en-
velope to yourself, put 13 cents postage
on it and enclose it in an envelope ad-
dressed to Heartline, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your






Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
Investigage before you invest.
This word of caution concerns all
financial investments, but it is par-
ticularly applicable if you are thinking
of putting money into interests in oil or
gas leases. According to the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC),
while a number of oil and gas programs
are legitimate in their conception,
tmscrupulous promoters have used the
e of investing in these leases to
defraud the public.
Interests in oil and gas leases are
actually shares of a lease for a piece of
land that has been rented by a company
to drill for gas or oil. By selling fr-ac-
tional interests in the lease, the com-
pany is permitted to raise a total of
$250,000 for drilling and, if oil or gas is
found, the consumer-speculator is
supposed to get a percentage of the
profits from what is produced.
But what is happening, according to
the SEC, is that some unscrupulous
promoters have used this method of
investing to develop lucrative oil and
gas lease swindles.
They work like this:
After buying oil and gas leases and
filling out the appropriate forms with
the SEC, promoters then get telephone




In St. Paul, Minnesota, a judge ruled
that a lady had to pay an electrician
$377. The lady said that she had had sex
with the electrician in lieu of paying the
bill And the judge ruled that there was
no way to determine the value of sex, so
the lady had to pay the electrician the
$377. ( The lady's husband thinks they
live in a magic house. They haven't had
a repair barb 17 years.)
Let's Stay Well' 4
Cost Of Controlling
High Blood Pressure
The cast of controiling high
httrod pressure (hypertension) is
often overlooked, yet, when
untreated. this illness may be
elten more expensive.
)figh blood 'pressure is a corn-
men 'noels, affecting about one
peison in 10 an estimated ri
mon Arnencans).
hypertension is a lifetime di.-
e. imially beginning in chili
hOod and lasting until death.
l'ortunately, drug therapy for
-condition is becoming more
ive in controlling blood
elevation and more sr
bie to patient:
ccording to Albert Carr,
, . of the faculty of the Medi-
c College of Georgia, the bill
f4li medication, physician fees,
411 related expenses for a pa -
tit with mild high blood pees-
sire averages about 1133 per
year A person with severe hr
By F.J.L Blasingarne. M.D
pertension has about three times
as much expense. estunated at
$590 annually
If the treatment of high blood
pressure is not regularly
followed, the cost may be much
higher because of one or more
complications that often result. A
stroke may occur earlier in life
and cause significant and persis-
tent disability Without taking
into consideration the income
las, from resulting unemploy-
ment. I. Carr estimates the cost
of treating a stroke at 16.000
Chronic kidney failure may be
another long-range COMplion ion
of untreated high blood preseure.
In addition to the disability and
sufferinc the treatment of in-
adequate kidney function can be
vxcia.dinch expenove, caning
thousands of dollars per year
Hypertensinn is related to an
incresine in hardening d the sr-
teries of the heart, to coronary
occlusions, mid heart failure
These complications are not only
expensive to treat and frequently
very disabling. but also may
lead to an early death
Though life-long treatment is
expensive. it is more prudere
and wiser than neglect of high
blood protege. Its proper man-
agemerit is a good investment.
Q. Mr. C.H., now past 40 years
of age, thinks that he enjoys geed
health except that his work is
confirung and prevents his hav-
ing exercise to etrengthen his
muscles He is considering tak-
ing a course in muck building
in the hope of warding off infec-
tion pnd assuring better health
He asks for comment
A I am glad that you are
blamed with good health I siag-
nem that you arrange a progratn
of regular exercise, preferably
one that as not necessarily
designed at muscle building at
your age. The see of your mus-
des has no relationship to your
health or your reastance to in-
fection,
Q Mrs SS. wants to know how
often a person about 50 years old
Mould have a rectal examina-
tion to guard against cancer
A: 'After about 45 years of age
a person should have a proc
toscopic or rectal examination
(prostate check aho in males)
annually Cancer of the lower
colon and recturn is the moo
common and the most danger
aim Such examinations diouki
also be done in the event of
passage of blood or change in
bowel habits, such as persistent
constipation
salesmen ( who often know nothing
about oil or gas) to make their pitch.
Typically, unfounded claims or
suggestions to potentially spectacular
profits are made. The consumer,
however, is not told anything about the
nature of the company offering the
interests or the risks involved in
speculating.
Because unscrupulous promoters
have used fractional interest offerings
as a way to bilk the public, SEC advises
you to be wary of salesmen trying to
sell you interests in an oil or gas lease.
But if you are interested in investing,
SEC suggests that you take these
precautionary steps first — before you
put down any money:
+If you get an unsolicited. call or
letter, ask how the company got your
'name.
+Find out if the offering is filed with
the SEC and the Securities Commission
of your state. Also ask the salesman if
he is licensed to sell securities in your
state.
+Ask for a copy of any geological
report that may have been made
(however, keep in mind that these
reports are not assurances that oil or
gas is present) and review it with
someone knowledgeable.
SEC also advises that you resist
pressures to make a hurried decision
and that you consider the risks in
relation to your own financial position.
Also remember that legitimate com-
panies and promoters are not hesitant
to provide you with information about
the company or the actual investment.
Therefore, if the people you talk to are
reluctant to give you these facts, it
should be a red flag to you against
making the investment.
ISunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C. CHILES
Based on copv righted outlines produced M the Committee on
the Uniform §eries and used M permission
Ready For The
Lard't Return
Matthew 24 : M-51
Our Lord's return was purposed in
the mind of God, prompted by the love
of God, promised by the Son of God, and
proclaimed by the Spirit of God through
the writers of the New Testament, as in
I Thessalonians 4:16 where Paul wrote:
"For the Lord himself shall descend
from heaven with a shout, with the
voice of the archangel, and with the
trump of God." His return is taught
clearly, definitely, and unistakably in
the Word of God, as, for example, "This
same Jesus, who is taken up from you
Into heaven, shall so come in like
manner as ye have seen him go into
heaven" (Acts 1:11).
While exercising great care in letting
his followers know that he will come
personally, bodily, visibly, suddenly,
and unexpectedly, Christ made it clear
that the exact time of his return is
unknown to all except the heavenly
Father (Matthew 24:36). Our Lord's
coming will be at a time when the world
will be absorbed in its own pursuits and
occupations (Matthew 24:37-39, Luke
17:26-27). In the days of Noah men
depended upon their own resources and
were arrogant over their
achievements. The people of Noah's
day, who were destroyed by the flood,
were occupied with their own in-
tellectual pursuits. Ignoring the claims
of God upon their lives, they per-
sistently rejected the message of God
which was delivered by his messenger,
Noah. When the man of God warned the
people of an impending judgment and
appealed to them to repent of their sins
and to get right with God, they looked
upon Noah as a weak-minded fanatic,
who was void of intellect and therefore
unworthy of notice. But, their rejection
of the preacher's message did not deter
him from preaching and from building
as God had commanded him to do. It is
never right, wise, or safe for anybody to
reject the messages of God which he
sends through his messengers.
Christ's return is a wonderful in-
centive to preparedness. When he
comes again believers and unbelievers,
or saved and unsaved, will be living
together on this earth. Upon his return
a great separation will take place. All of
those whom the Lord has saved shall be
caught up together to meet him in the
air, while all of the unsaved shall beleft
behind to await the white throne
judgment. Even the closest associates
will be separated when Christ comes.
Of two working in the same field, "the
one shall be taken, and the other left."
Two humble women, with the same
occupation and interests, "shall be
grinding at the mill: the one shall be
taken, and the other left." From the
family circle some shall be taken and
others left. Why will this be the case?
Because some will have made
preparation for this great event by
having accepted Christ as their
Saviour, while others have persistently
refused to do so. Those who choose to
reject Christ instead of receiving him
are going to be left behind when he
comes and takes believers to be with
him. There will not be any hope for
those whom he shall leave behind. No
matter how much they may cry for
mercy, after that door of mercy has
been shut, all of the unsaved shall be
left behind and separated forever from
all who have trusted Christ as their
Saviour.
In view of the certainty of the return
of Christ, and of the uncertainty as to
the time of this great event, every
unsaved person should get ready for it
by trusting him as personal Saviour.
While Christians are awaiting his
return, the time of which is unknown to
them, they should be watching for him,
separating themselves from shiful
activities, refraining from the devotion
of their time and energies to life's
problems and pleasures, and yielding
themselves to the Holy Spirit for ser-
vice as he directs in the realm of am-
bassadorship for Christ to those who
sorely need to be reconciled to God.
While Christians daily watch for the
return of their Saviour, instead of their
waiting in idleness, they are to be
striving diligently and faithfully to
please him by their manner of life and
the way in which they work for him.
Wherever they go, they are to proclaim
to as many an possible the glorious
truth that Christ is able and anxious to
save them. The closing verses in
today's lesson teach that the lost will
face eternal punishment, as certainly
as Christ returns. .
Isn't It The Truth
There are three kinds of clown, the
clown you see at the circus, the clown
you avoid at the cocktail party, and the
clowns who say that Henry Kissinger
believes in representative government.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8 Times Is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days, July 4, Christmas Day, Mew Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc. 103 N St Murray,
Ky , 42071
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES In °rem served
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POLYESTER POPLIN
• 160% Polyester Pepha
• FEN kilts, 4S" whir
• Media Weslielie, No-lrosial
• 111 Spring Fashise Cairn
COMPARE THIS QUALITY A7 42.99 YD.
OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE $1.90 YD.
BLUE JEAN DENIM
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• Heavy 19)4S1. Dario
• Cotter, Polyester & Ityles
SCISSOR
Sale starts Saturday, March 27th through Saturday. April 3rd.
f\:1 .1)11'111G & SU/17111ER FABRICS AT UNSELIFVABLE SAVINGS'
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WITH EQUAL PURCHASE OF ANY DRAPERY FABRIC
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COMPARE THESE "CONCORD" PRINTS AT $2.00 YD.
OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE $1.44 YD.
• Pomo -tmommr Toolldosiol Mos
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• COW& Posilmoork. Plonk Ma
• sloolsoils Ws so Glom Orem
• Soar Won at loss soioe
COMPARE THE "CHARTER" PRINTS AT $2.50 YD. A
OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE $1.88 YD.
• Noon "Clorsor Tampa= Sem Nos
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• Tionsodom olsolos w aeon boot
• Fisss sloo ot ils 11111111, Is. On
REGULAR 704 YD.
100% POLYESTER - 22" WIDE
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NEU IT COMES— Cluartediedt Mike Dickies (14) of the Mee team fires a pass toward Hie
while 1111 games (93) gees high into the Or to try and knock the bell away. Winching
I Orate Raley (77) ef the Moe tease.
(non Photo. by Mike Insioles)
Bruins Find Themselves In





UCLA basketball team is
but the UCLA mystique is
powerhouse team that
d the favorite's role for
. long as anyone can
• ber, UCLA is in the
amiliar position of un-
• as the NCAA prepared
to hold its championship
semifinal doubleheader
Saturday at the Spectrum.
Indiana, which routed
UCLA 64-64 in the first game
of the season last November,
is a six-to-eight-point choice to
beat the Bruins again after
Rutgers plays Michigan in the
opener.
"Opening games are often
not a reliable yardstick fok
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Coach Bobby Knight, un-
certain that his Big Ten brutes
should be rated that much
better than the defending
national champions. "UCLA
has improved greatly over the
season."
Indiana has also improved.
The Hoosiers, in fact, appear
to be peaking with a 30-0
record that includes v4Ftories
over St. John's, Alabama and
Marquette in the regional
playoffs.
The availability of Scott
May makes us a stronger club
at this point than a year ago,"
said Knight, referring to the
fact that the All-American
forward was virtually useless
in last year's playoffs with an
injured left arm.
The Bruins, winners of 10
national championships under
John Wooden, started this
season under new coach Gene
Bartow in atypical fashion
After that embarrassing loss
to Indiana on national
television, they continued to
fumble and feel their way
while adjusting to the
traditional program.
Our players were still
learning about a new coach,"
says Bartow. "We ran a lot of
people in and out."
The once-mighty Bruins
were even beaten on their
home court — something that
hadn't happened for 98 games
at Pauley Pavilion. Bartow
got hate mail, obscene phone
calls and there was talk of a
mutiny. He admits it wasn't
easy following a man of
Wooden's stature.
"I wouldn't recommend it
for young coaches, a steady
diet of following John
Wooden," says Bartow. "But
seriously, I'm happy to be in
the final four. I think things
have gone as well as expected
when you follow a hot selec-
tion."
Before the Hoosiers and
Bruins go after each other in
front of some 15,000 fans at the
Spectrum and millions more
on national television, Rutgers
and Michigan will match
strikingly similar fast-
breaking styles.
Rutgers, with a 31-0 record,
and Indiana are the only
major college unbeaten teams
in the country.




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Since Ellery Queen doesn't
come on until Sunday, we'll
have our own version for all
the mystery fans.
Instead of "whodunit" our
question to be solved is simply
"which Is it?"
Was it the Murray State
offense was pathetically bad
or was it the defense was
uncommonly good like a
Keebler cookie?
Even our old friend Ellery
couldn't gather everyone
together and figure out the
reason or the answers to the
questions following a
scoreless tie in the annual
Blue-Gold game which brings
an end to spring football
practice at Murray State
University.
The real answers will come
next fall, September 11 as a
matter of fact, when the
Racers open the season at
home with Delta State.
However, Coach Bill
Furgerson decided to play
Ellery Queen and gave some
pretty good answers himself
as to why there was no scoring
in the contest.
Plans called for matching
the two teams up as evenly as
possible.
Furgerson's first remark:
"I guess the coaching staff did
a heck of a job in splitting the
two teams up evenly."
"When you try and split a
club evenly, it probably hurts
the overall play somewhat. It
separated some people who
have been used to playing
together. We ran some of-
fensive backs that hand't been
together in the spring prac-
tice," Furgerson said.
"We had a lot of inex-
perienced folks, particularly
on the offensive lines. When
you get a bunch of kids like
redshirt freshmen and junior
college transfers and they've
only had 23 days to learn the
system, you really can't do
anything that would awe
people."
Perhaps doing the most
impressive work on the
evening was safety Doug
Shelton, who played on the
Murray High Tiger state
championship team of two
years ago.
Shelton, a walk-on and a
redshirt freshman, came up
with two brilliant in-
terceptions for the white
team, one of the interceptions
being returned 33 yards.
"He had two nice in-
terceptions and I really think
he will help out our defensive
secondary next fall,"
Furgerson said of Shelton.
Shelton was credited with
six tackles and two assists,
matched only by defensive
tackle Dennis McGee who
recorded the same number for
the blue team.
Other bright notes in the
contest:
SOMEONE ALMOST SCORED—fl. dosed Niel is a leech-
deism is flie live-Geld game cense when Jeff Inmates caught
this pass from quarterback Mike Dickens. However, Orestes
was ruled set of the eadzses.
All To Go Lion
Hunting In Tokyo,
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Muhammad All will go "lion
hunting" for the second time
In three months when the
boxing champion meets
Antonio Inoki in Tokyo June
26. But Inoki will be a com-
pletely different breed of cat
for the heavyweight cham-
pion.
Inoki is a wrestler known as
the "The Young Lion."
"I've always wanted to
meet a rassler," said Ali who
knocked out the Li011 of
Flanders — Belgian Jean-
Pierre Coopman — last Feb.
20.
Ali will make two more title
defenses before he meets
Inoki in an exhibition being
billed as the World Martial
Arts Championship. "I've
always wanted to show I'm
scientific enough to beat a
rassler," All said Thursday at
a news conference called to
formally announce the match.
All's bait to meet the 'The
Young Lion" is a guarantee of
$6.1 million, which will be the
biggest mune of his career.
"That figure's legitimate,"
said promoter Bob Arum
when questioned about the
financial projections made for
the bozerwrestler con-
frontation — a confrontation
which is not new but one that
before has never had the
benefit of closed-circuit
television.
"We'll have more seats than
for a heavyweight cham-
pionship fight because we'll
have wrestling promoters,"
said Arum who said the price
for a close-circuit telecast
ticket "will be basically $10."
—The punting game was
superb. Wes Furgerson
punted nine times for an
average of 39.1 while Scott
Curtis of Fulton City punted
nine times for an average of
40.8. Both had long punts of 53
yards. Also, both of the
punters were hanging the ball
in the air for a long period of
time.
—Mike McConnell, a fresh-
man fullback from Adair-
sville, Ga., carried the ball 10
times for 47 net yards on the
ground and looked very im-
pressive.
On the other side of the coin,
the quarterback play left
something to be desired.
Starting quarterback Mike
Dickens, whose entire playing
tune last season was limited_ to
only two passes in the final
game of the season, hit on four
of 16 passes for 36 yards and
had two passes picked off,
both by Shelton.
The white team, using
freshmen David Ruzich
Hometown, Ill. (yes, there is
such a place and it has a
population of 6,729) and fresh-
man John Leavitt of Pompano
Beach, Fla., failed to connect
on nine attempts.
Near the middle of the third
period, it looked as if finally,
someone might score.
Behind the running of
McConnell, the blue team
begun moving the ball and
after a 14-yard carry by
McConnell, the ball was on the
gold 11.
Three plays later, Dickens
hit wideout Jeff Braaten with
a pass but Braaten was ruled
out of the endwne. On a fourth
and eight, placekicker
Sylvester Amagwula missed a
19-yard field goal attempt.
Late in the final period,
Shelton got his second in-
terception and returned it 33
yards to the blue 19. Five
plays later, Scott Curtis at-
tempted a field goal from 25
yards out but a flag was
thrown against the gold team.
Curtis tried again, this time
from five yards farther out
and missed again. The blue
team had time to get off one
more pass before the clock
expired.
"As far as spring practice
goes, we moved some people
into some new positions and if
we can just start this fall at
the point we're at now, then
we'll have a good football
team," Furgerson said.
"We do have two fine
quarterbacks in Dickens and
Ruzich. The quarterbacks just
didn't have time to perform
because of the rush. But when
we get everyone into one unit,
you'll see we have some fine
athletes," Furgerson con-
cluded.
Two regulars off last
season's team were injured
and did not play. They were
receiver Larry Fozwell and
offensive lineman Dan Hut-
chinson. Also, the Racers have
had several fine players to
leave the squad.
Fullback Larry Jones of
Madisonville, who was ex-
tremely impressive in several
games last season, left the
squad and quit school after
only a. few days of spring
practice.
Jones, who transferred to
Murray from the University of
Kentucky, became disen-
chanted after he was
relegated to the third and
fourth string offensive unit
and simply hung up his spikes
and plans to go to work in the
coal mines around the
Madisonville area.
Also hanging up his spikes
was a success story. Bill Lee,
who played at Fulton City
High School, made the team
two years ago as a walk-on
and earned a scholarship.
Last year, Lee started on the
offensive line as a guard.
Lee cited lack of time to
study and other personal
reasons for his leaving the
sport.
With Jones gone, it simply
means Murray does not have
the horse in the backfield. And
Bill Furgerson will be out on
the road for the next few
weeks, trying to find just that,
a horse for the Racers.
Here is the complete
schedule:
Sept. 11 Delta State
Sept. 18 at Western Carolina
Sept. 25 at Tennessee Tech
Oct. 2 at Morehead
Oct. 9 Martin
Oct. 16 Middle Tennessee
Oct. 23 East Tennessee
Oct. 30 at Eastern Kentucky
Nov. 6 at Austin Peay
Nov. 20 Western kentucky
lees sous s
Ears PIERCED FREE
with purchase of Shoe
R"' Now $999
$12.00
DIAL 442-6881 For Appoiatoset
111WEILIRS
325 Broadway










Jeep CJ-5—the original 4-wheel
drive sports utility vehicle. With rug-
ged Jeep guts and power to spare,
Jeep CJ-5 offers reliability, tough-
ness and maneuverability that can
take on your kind of action—whether
it's on-road or off And new mechan-
ical improvements for '76 add up to
increased ruggedness and driVabil-
ity. Jeep CJ-5...30 years of 4-WD ex-
perience makes a big difference!
The new Jeep CJ-7. It's bigger, room-
ier and more versatile. You can add
an automatic transmission for more
on-road or on trail driving fun . Or, you
can order Quadra-Trac" —the Jeep
exclusive automatic 4-wheel drive
system You name it—Jeep CJ-7 is
ready to work or play And it's as
tough, reliable and value-packed as
30 years of 4-WD leadership can
make it.
Jeep ri CJ-5 Jeep.
Only Jeep offers you a choice in 4-wheel drive sports utility!
Come in and see Jeep value close up...
Vfith Each Jeep Sold
New TU May 10t, 1976
CJ-Free Soft Top
Cain's, AMC, Jeep, Inc.
106 Coldwater Reed- 7534441 Murray
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
For Your Complete Boating Needs
Sc
Don McClure or Grayson McClure
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OVER THE MIDDLE—Gold tees quarterback John Leavitt (18) throws a pass ever the said&
while Cecil Wolherton (54) gives him the protection. Leaping into He air ie se attempt te deflect
the pass is Bruce Martin (79).
Sutton, Bryant Have
By The Associated Press
Right-hander Don Sutton,
gearing up for opening day,
and left-hander Ron Bryant,
hoping to win a spot on the
roster, are both off to im-
pressive starts for the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
The two made their spring
training debuts Thursday
afternoon by combining for a
7-0 shutout of the Philadelphia
Phillies. Sutton, flashing mid-
season form, fired six innings
of two-hit ball, struck out
three batters and walked
none.
"I wanted to go as long as I
could," said Sutton, who has
already been named the club's
opening-day pitcher for the
fifth straight year. "I pitched
five innings the other day in an
intrasquad game and felt like
I could go even farther.
"I felt the same today."
Bryant, trying to hook on
with the Dodgers as a free
agent, worked the final three
Innings, gave up two hits and
struck out four.
"I have to be encouraged
aftet what I did today," said
Bryant. "I felt really good out
there."
Bryant won 24 games for
San Francisco in 1973. but
went downhill after that. He
injured his back in a swim-
ming pool accident and
managed only a 3-15 mark
with the Giants in 1974. He was
dealt to St. Louis last season,
lost his only decision and then
went into temporary
retirement.
A good showing by Bryant
would help the Dodgers ease
the probable loss of Andy
Messersrnith, who has played
out his option and is currently
trying to sell his services to
the highest bidder.
Dave Lopes and Ivan De-
Jesus provided the offense in
Thursday's game. Lopes
homered and doubled to drive
in three runs and Dejesus also
hit a home run.
Elsewhere, Kansas City's Al
Fitzmorris surrendered just
two infield hits over five
innings as the Royals trimmed
the Chicago White Sox 2-0;
Lefty Pete Falcone struck out
seven batters in three innings
to help the St. Louis Cardinals
edge the New York Mets 1-0.
A two-run homer by John
Ellis broke a seventh-inning
tie and led the Texas Rangers
to a 10-8 triumph over the
Baltimore Orioles; Pitt-
sburgh's Al Oliver made a
game-saving catch with the
bases loaded and added a two-
run double as the Pittsburgh
Pirates downed the Detroit
Tigers 4-2.
Jose Morales pinch-hit a
sacrifice fly in the 10th inning
to give the Montreal Expos a
5-4 victory over the Houston
Astros; Shortstop Eddie
Bririlunan's double error on
Tom Paciorek's sacrifice bunt
in the 10th inning permitted
the winning run to score in the
Uncle Jeff's
Clothing Department














Atlanta Braves' 2-1 win over
the New York Yankees. The
Braves won again in a night
game with Cincinnati, edging




Herrmann and Bill Melton
combined to drive in three
runs and lead the California
Angels past the Oakland A's 4-
1; A three-run homer by
Dwight Evans and a two-run
shot by John Balaz powered
the Boston Red Sox past the
Minnesota Twins 7-2.
Three RBI by rookie Gene
Reynolds, including a two-run
double in the decisive fifth-
inning rally, led the San Diego
Padres past the Chicago Cubs
8-5, and outfielder Tommie
Smith capped a five-run ninth-
inning rally with a two-run
single for Cleveland as the




Weirich, an assistant at the
University of Richmond, was
named head coach at Robert
Morris College.
'Breds Up To 9-4 On Season
By Taking Pair Over Chica
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Murray State walked to
victory over Chicago Thur-
sday at Reagan
Field.. .literally.
Using 14 walks in the
nightcap, the 'Breda held off a
seventh-inning Chicago rally
to post a 10-7 victory and
sweep a twmbill.
The two victories leaves
Murray State with a 9-4 season
record and it leaves Coach
John Reagan with 394 career
wins, a figure that leaves him
as one of the top coaches in the
country.
In the opening contest,
sophomore righthander Scott
Durham of Mount Vernon,
Ind., went the distance as
Murray recorded a 4-3 win.
Durham gave up only five
hits while fanning four,w
alking five and being charged
with three earned runs.
Going into the home half of
the third, the 'Breds trailed 2-
0. Marvin Kiel opened the
inning by slamming a




At Home, Bullets Lose
By The Associated Press
For the Cleveland Cavaliers
there was some bad news
Thursday night ... and some
more bad news.
First, the Cavaliers suffered
only their second home set-
back in 16 starts, bowing to the
Buffalo Braves 109-94. Then
they learned that it cost them
a chance to move into first
place in the National
Basketball Association's
Central Division because the
Washington Bullets, one game
in front, also lost, 108-105 to the
Portland Trail Blazers.
Elsewhere, the Houston
Rockets trimmed the Golden
State Warriors 123-104 and the
Phoenix Suns whipped the
Atlanta Hawks 107-96.
Bob McAdoo and Randy
Smith combined for 61 points
and led a second-half surge
that propelled Buffalo over
Cleveland. McAdoo scored 36
points —23 in the second half
— and Smith and Jim
McMillian each scored 25,
with 17 of Smith's in the
second half. Dick Snyder had
21 for Cleveland.
Trail Blazers 186, Ballets 105
Lloyd Neil's three-point
play vrith 2:03 remaining
erased a Washington rally and
handed the Bullets their third
consecutive setback, their
Paducah Dragway presents
First Annual 4-Wheel Drive Pull
Sodbuster Nationals
Saturday Night, March 27th
Gates Open - 3:00 p. m.
Eliminations • 7:30 p. m.
Sponsored by: Twin Lakes 4-Wheelers
Murray, Ky.
BIG CASH PRIZES IN ALL CLASSES
At Womb Intotentisnol oggpisy
Located 5 miles southwest of Padvcal. - Jest off Oaks Rood
Call Roy Hodges 502-1198-7.3.56
Also for Info On 4-Wheeler
Cal 753-6779 or 753-6626
longest losing streak since
November.
The Bullets, who had won 12
straight at home, came back
from a 13-point third-quarter
deficit and it was 101-100
Portland when Bill Walton,
back in action, and Lionel
Hollins converted free throws
and Neal added his three-point
play. Sidney Wicks paced
Portland with 25 points and
Phil Chenier led Washington
with 24.
Rackets 123, Warriors 104
Mike Newlin and Calvin
Murphy combined for 48
points as Houston broke the
Warriors' 10-game home
winning string. The backcourt
stars' outside shooting helped
the Rockets to a 37-24 lead
early in the second period as
Houston became the only,
team to defeat the Pacific
Division champions twice this
season in Oakland, where they
have a 31-6 record. Newlin hit
12 of 19 shots for 26 points. The
Warriors were paced by
Jarnaal Wilkes' 29.
Suns 108, Hawks 27
Paul Westphal's 27 points
paced Phoenix to its fifth
consecutive triumph and put
the Suns in a third-place
Pacific Division deadlock with
Los Angeles. Phoenix trailed
by seven points twice in the
third quarter bdore catching
the Hawks at 68-48 with 2:45 to
go. Phil Lumpkin, used
sparingly all season, came off
the bench to score eight points
and pace Phoenix to 78-74 edge
after three periods.
GENERAL
BATON ROUGE, La. —
Fred Schmertz, 87, director of
the Millrose Games track
meet at New York's Madison
Square Garden, died in
Baton Rouge Hospital
singled and later scored on a
fielder's choice by John
Siemanowski and that left the
game tied at 2-2.
Murray snapped the
deadlock by scoring a lone
tally in the fourth as Kiel
singled to drive in Robin
Courtney who had singled to
reach base.
But Chicago tied it with a
run in the sixth.
Pre-registration for Little
League baseball players will
run through the rest of this
week.
All youngsters who plan to
play in the Little League are
required to pre-register for
the tryouLs.
The registration forms may
be picked up at the City Park
Office from 9 a. m. until 4 p;
m. The final day for the sign-
up is Saturday.
David Hughes opened the
home half of the seventh with
a walk and after one rain was
out, Siemanowski doubled to
put men on at second and
third.
Don Walker drew a pass to
Sign Player
BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
(AP) — The Minnesota Kicks
of the North American Soccer
League announced Thursday
the signing of goalkeeper
Geoff Barnett.
"He's not a flashy
goalkeeper, but he uses his
keen ball sense and position
play to stop opposing
players," said Kicks' Coach
Freddie Goodwin. "He can be
counted on to make the big
save."
A native of Norwich,
England, Barnett, 31, has
played with Everton and
Arsenal in the English First
Divison and was a goalkeeper
in the 1972 English Cup Finals.
The entire Kicks' squad is
scheduled to begin preseason
workouts April 12. The NASL
season begins April 16.
load the bases then Courtney
ended the game by plugging
the gap in rightcenter.
Courtney had three of the 10
Murray State hits.
In the second game, fresh-
man Andy Rice had the game
under control and a 10-2 lead
going into the top of the
seventh. But Chicago erupted
for five runs, three coming on
a homerun by Henci, the
Chicago first baseman, and
Rice was chased from the
mound with two on and the
trying run at the plate.
Terry Brown came in and
faced one man, striking him
out to end the game.
Murray took the lead by
scoring two in the first with
Courtney drawing an RBI
walk and Brown singling in
another run. The 'Breds
posted two more in the second
with Siemanowski drivtng in a
run with a sacrifice fly and the
other run scoring on an error.
Leading 4-2 in the fourth, the
'Breda added two more runs,
one coming on David Hughes'
third homerun of the cam-
paign, a rising shot into
rightcenter.
Murray added four more
runs in the sixth before'
Chicago rallied for the five in
the seventh.
The 'Breda will host Chicago
to another twinbill today
before opening conference
play Saturday at 1 p.m. by
hosting Middle Tennessee.
Mike Roberts and Mark
Wezeit will get the starting
roles on the mound for the
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Telly's Pop To Chase
Hat Trick In Racing
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
Telly's Pop takes a second
step Sunday in a bid for a
racing hat trick with victories
in three derbies. the
California, the Santa Anita
and the big one in Kentucky.
The 3-year-old gelding,
owned by actor Telly Savalas
and producer Howard Koch,
beat six other 3-year-olds in
the 11-16-mile $150,000
California Derby at Golden
Gate Fields March 13 and is
expected to meet nine others
in the $150,000 Santa
Anita Derby on Sunday.
Telly's Pop, winner of six of
eight career starts, will be
ridden by Fernando Toro in
the Santa Anita race in which





Blazer, winner of the Brad-
bury Stakes in his last start;
Grandaries, Life's Hope, An
Act and Samburu. Among the
probables inelgibile for the
Kentucky Derby is Classy
Surgeon, runnerup in the
California Derby.
Saturday's Santa Anita
feature will be , the $60,000-
added Santa Barbara Han-
dicap for older fillies and
mares over miles on the
grass. Tizna is the high weight
in the seven-horse field at 127
pounds. Katonka gets 122 and
Charger's Start 117.
Last year's Kentucky Derby
winner, John L. Greer's
Foolish Pleasure, also will be
in action Saturday, heading a
10-horse field for the 11-16-
mile Canadian Turf Handicap
at Gulfstreiun Park. Foolish
Pleasure, who will carry top
weight of 129 pounds, will be
making his debut on the grass.
His competition includes Step
Forward, 117, and Lord
Henham, 112.




Stable's Right Mind, winner of
the Aqueduct and Stymie
handicaps, Plunk, Sharp





nominess also are entered for
the 330,000-added Spiral
Handicap at Latonia — Inca
Roca, a distant second to
Honest Pleasure in the
Flamingo; Here Comes Jo,
Man 0. Work, Merger Purger,
Mr. Kel, On The Sly and
Payne Street. A total of 25 3-
year-olds were entered but
only about 12 are expected to
start.




LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
So much for the soup, salad
and breadsticks. It's time to
begin the meat-and-potatoes
main course in the 59th
Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament.
With upwards of 15,000
invited guests looking on,
eight teams will begin
quarterfinal play here today
massive Freedom Hall.
The premier matchup
appears to be Lexington






Awesome Louisville Male and
495-67 winner of Hazard on
11)sursday.
But the other three matches
promise to be just as exciting.
An the afternoon games,
lielby County, 29-3, meets
Producah Tilghman, 25-6, and
EFImonson County, 29-6, meets
Harrison County, 28-3.
tlenry Clay meets Ballard in
tile first night game, while
Christian County, 26-6, meets
Louisville Shawnee, 27-4, in
the nightcap.
lienry Clay needed 31 points
a"d a lot of steals by guards
In Moore and John Shelby to
oyercome tenacious
Covington Holmes. Taller
Henry Clay, outrebounded 22-
10 in the first half, trailed 33-31
at intermission.
Moore, who scored 21 points,
and Shelby fired up the Blue
Devils' suffocating zone press
and the resultant steals
allowed Henry Clay to come
back. The game was settled in
the opening minutes of the
fourth period when Henry
Clay ran off 10 unanswered
points for a 58-49 lead.
"I thought our three-deep
defense gave them quite a bit
to think about," said Henry
Clay Coach Al Prewitt.
Ballard got off to a slow
start against Hazard, but
sharpshooters Jeff Lamp and
Mark Snider began finding the
range after falling behind 26-
25 in the second period,
"When they (Hazard)
caught up on us, our kids
realized that this was for
keeps," said Ballard Coach
Dick Schmidt.
With Snider hitting four long
jumpers, the Bruins rattled off
14 straight points for a 39-26
lead and the outcome was
never in doubt. Lamp, who
scored 18 points in the second
half, finished with 29 while
Snider added 24.
Joe Hagans had 20 for
Hazard.
1975 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and
factory air, 17,000 actual miles, one owner,
local car, clean as new.
1973 Pontiac Grand Ville, 4 door hard top,
full power and air, one owner, Tennessee
car, slick as a hounds tooth.
1969 Pontiac, ruff and cheap.
1967 PoitTkI4, nice.
EXECUTIVE CARS
1976 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, full
power and air, 4,000 actual miles, new car
guarantee.
1976 Oldsmobile Delta Royal, 4 door hard top,
power and air, 3,700 miles, new car guaran-
tee.
NEW CARS AT USED CAR PRICES
Large selection of new cars now in stock.
Used car trade-ins needed. Trades longer
than ever.
PURDO
Olds - Pontiac UAW
-Unified Custonsets are Ow
Main Content"



























































































































































































Worship Service 11:008. m.



















Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
Pollior Wines
Yawning Worship 11 ',410 A rn..
Evening Worship 6:30p.m.
Grace Baptist







Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
friesnorlal Baptist
Morning Worship 10:50 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Missi•nary
Morning Worship 11:008.m.






Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove 1
Morning ~ship 11:00
Evening Worshi0 7:00p. m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11:098.m.






Evening Worship 5:30 p.m




1st Sunday 2:00p. m.
4th Sunday 10:30a. m.
Old Salem Dentist
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Warship Service 11:038.m.
Vetiver Service 5:00p. m.
r.ektwater












Sunday Schooi 10 a. m.
*aching I1a.m.11.4p.m.
Id. 7 p. m .
Spring Crook Baptist Church
fling Worship 11 a.m.
veniro Worship 70.m











N.Y n. S. hNOrdhip 5:15p.m.












WOrIhIP Services 11 a. m., 7 p. rn.,
Calvery.Tentple
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
Worship Sorvices 11 a.m., 7:30 P.m











Worship Sory Ices 10: 45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Jena Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10:00 a. m.
St. Lae Catholic Church
Sunday Mass II a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30 p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Christian WIMP Services
Farmer Ave. and 17Th St., Mairray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meting second Wednesday II p. m.
Jetravah's Witnesses
Watchtower 10:30a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:308. m.
Wynian's Chapel A. MI.
Worship Services 11 4. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal!
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 10:30 a. m.
LIM111r0.1
Sunday School 9:15a. m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a. in.
$1= Day 10:gSabooth ) a. m.
Worship Sory ice 9:30a. m.
This page made
TRIALS JobAl times we CSMUMOI Wit misfortunebands on Like Job in the Old Testament, we
feel that we are sorely lasned. J•ti Lai his docks
and herds sad even his is.. and daughters. A.. dual bins. Ids body was revered
with sere hods Irmo be hood is has feet.
In Job's dime man feidem II inislortoom befell Min it was became he had sinned
against God. All Job's Mauls aeons.' him. Eves his wife leer faith hi God. Yet
Job eastiosiod to bailey. sod &lab kus faith 4 God was vindiatiod.
God bstmoderl Job is learn that health, prosperity, and earthly hoops are gamin
bat man's users& elaskreeter, is Mimic At this time la sow history, we seed to loom
slate more tha Imam of Job. We as • amiss may hare Ion eight el this hank









Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Orem Plain









Worship Sory ice 10:404.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Now Carscerd











Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study 10:00




Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
Kirksoy Church of Christ
Sunday School 10:00a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50a.m.




Sunday 10:00 4.m., Worship




















Worship Service 11 a.m., lit Sun-
day, 10:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10:00 a.m., 2nd &
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 91041.m.
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Good Shepherd UMW










Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st & 2nd






















ist a 2nd Sundays, 11:00a.rn.
lit & 3rd S. 4th Sunday
Mt. Nehru,
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. let
Sunday-11:03 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a. m. 2nd, 3rd, S. Mit
Sunday
Mt. Cannel
WorShip Service 10:00 am. 2110
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st, 3rd I.







1St S. 3rd Sunday 1:10 a.m.
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd & 4th Sunday 11:008.m.
No evening Worship
WOW
1st & 3rd SundaY 11:00a.m.








Sunday School 10:45 8.m.
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never change their style, and
as a result many a group dies
and falls by the wayside. If an
older rock group does change
their style and keep some of
their old styles as well, they
may become a hit success
again. This could be said
about the Bee Gees and their
smash hit record album of
nearly a year, "Main Course"
on the RSO record label.
The Australian group's first
hit came out in 1967 entitled
"New York Mining Disaster -
19E1." Many people thought
that the Bee Gees were the
Beetles or a spinoff of the
Beatles. However, their sound
was completely different
especially when they re-
corded their next hit,
"Massachusetts." The shaky
type voices of the three Gibb
brothers in the group could
distinctly be recognized.
Whew the Bees Gees first
came out, this reviewer was
not impressed by their style.
However, in "Main Course"
their style has changed and
their sound is more mellow. -
In fact, the album is downright
good!!
One big asset is that the
album contains three hit
singles, "Jive Talkin',"
"Fanny (Be Tender With My
Love)" and "Nights On
Broadway." "Nights on
Broadway" is the best cut on
the album containing a good
high pitched vocal sound.
Joe Farrel plays a cool tenor
sax on "Wind of Change."
This particular cut could
possible become the fourth hit
single from the album.
The harmonica of Donny
Brooks on "Songbird" makes
the cut nostaglic and very
different from the old
traditional Bee Gee tradition.
The harmonic blend is fan-
tastic.
"Come On Over" shows the
Bee Gees crossing over into
the country music vein. This is
a first!!
The Bee Gees make good
use of Blue Weaver on the
snythesizers on "Edge of the
Universe." Ills is the longest
cut on the album but one of the
most fascinating.
This album is the turning
point in the Bee Gees career
for the better.
Gold Albums
Several weeks ago, Mike
Reilly ot Pure Prairie League
told us that "Bustin' Out"
would get a gold album for
selling 500,000 albums. They
have now received their first
gold album - congratulations!
The Eagles received a gold
album for "'Their Greatest
Hits 1971-1975" in a matter of
hours! They have now sold
over one million copies. Not
only have they received a gold
album, but two of their
albums, "One of These
Nights" and "Desperado"
have made significant gains
on the record charts - even




released their second album
entitled "Get Up and Boogie."
It should be a chart buster.
Other album releases are
"Steppin' Out" by Neil
Sedaka, "A Love Trilogy" by
Donna Summer, "Come On
Over" by Olivia Newton John,
"Forever Lovers" by Mac
Davis, "Gilley's Greates Hits
Vol. I" by Mickey Gilley and
"People Put To Music" by
Freddie Hart.
 IECORDS 




The biggest hit song out of
South America in years is
"feelings," written by a Bra-
zilian, in English. It has been a
hit in a lot of countries. In
Atherica it went gold just be-
Iqe Christmas and now is up
fot a Grammy.
Morris Albert, who composed
the song and made the record,
is.nominated in the Grammies
as best new artist of the year
and as giving the best pop male
vocal performance. The song is
nominated in the "song of the
yew" category.
Albert, who Americanized Ms
name from Mauricio Alberto, is
25. He prefers melodic wogs,
simple in lyrics and tune.
Speaking about hard rock, he
says, "I think it is time to stop
with the noise, the musical
Wise. I think it's enough. Let's
go back to simple things."
He describes "Feelings" as a
Staple song. "You don't have
tothink too much to understand
what it says. It doedet have
Irmany words. I
t is a direct
, a song for the people. The
ds are simple. It is not a
hil song. I don't believe in hits.
I .dieve in identifying between
the artist and people.
''The melody has happiness,
silliness, peace, insecurity. It
srfs a song made for anybody
on any experience. It was made
fot feelings.'
Albert recalls sitting one
*Y night, nearly all night,tins "Feelings." He doesn't
"Iluiki" songs, he says. They
=, either from what he Is
through in his life or
what he wants to happen.
His second album, following
the LP "Feelings," will be
called "Memories" and may be
out in March. That title song
waist t written to sound like
"Feelings," he says. "I don't
believe in songs like other ones.
It is going to be another ex-
Plintace for me,"
bn a trip to the United
States, freezing in winter cold
and having just come from
Brazil's hot summer, Albert
says "Feelings" was the No. I
best-idling record in Brazil for
its months. It has also been
NO. 1 in much of South Amer-
ica, the U.S., England, Italy,
Switzerland, Germany and
Staith.
Albert speaks English well
sod says he always has been
interested in the English Ian-
jegage and American pop mu-
He recorded "Feelings" in
for the whole world,
for Portugussospealthig
and recorded it in Span-
for a few countries. He
wdtes most of his songs in
Eristone time, Albert lived in
NI* York for Uwe* years with
his brother. Returning to Bra-
zil, he went to recording com-
panies with a song he'd written
called "Sunshiss." He says,
'They all said `no.' Than I
made a record of it with the
little money I had. The guys
MOW ALBERT
from the radio stations liked
the song and played it a lot. All
the companies that I had gone
to before wanted to buy the
master."
He sold it to Beverly, now
known as Copacabana Records,
and doled a contract. "A few
months later I recorded the al-
bum 'Feelings,' my first album.
I wrote all the songs on it. I
wrote all the ones on the sec-
ond album, too, except 'Every-
body Loves Somebody,' which I
sang.
"Copacabana !pent the first
album to RCA in New York.
RCA naturally liked it and re-
leased it," Albert says with a
twinkle. "It has the diatribution
of it in about half the world."
Albert is going to tour in the
United States, though not right
away bringing his band from
Brazil, since transporting them
and their equipment would be
too expensive.
Influences on his music have
been people from American
and British rock mostly, he
says. Right now his favorites
are James Taylor, John Dea-
ver, Carole King and Neil Se-
deka. "American music is
big in Brazil - soft,
heavy, all kinds." Bosse nova
isn't as influential as it once
was, Albert says, adding that




NEW ORLEANS (AP) -
Passengers departing from this
port on winter voyages to an-
cient cities an the Yucatan pen-
insula will be accompanied by
the strains of modern jazz mu-
sic played by some of the
greatest performers of this dis-
tinctive American art form.
The eight cruises of the srrs
Daphne will feature such jazz
giants as Buddy Tate, Jimmy
McPartland and Claude Hop-
kins. In addition, on several of
the cruises there will be illus-
trated lectures by prominent
jazz authorities such as Dr.
John Steiner, author of "The
History of Jazz," Jerry Valburn
of Jazz Archives, a recording
company specializing in jazz
treasures, and John H. Wilson
of the New York Times.
KET SNGS WITH AMERICA-Because of al the dif-
ferent kinds of people that make up America, G8 Rob-
bins (left) and Broadway singer lohn Raitt agree that
America is a "Wonderful Country' on "Sing America
gag," a musical tricentennial celebration airing Saturday,




























Hall: Dvorak's "New World
Symphony."
6:30-From the Record Library
8:30-I'm Sorry, I'll Read That
Again
SUN. MARCH 28
8:00-Changes Lives with Ben
Haden






Noon-States of the Union:
"Nebraska"
1-2-Folk Music I. Bernstein
2:00-Folk Festival USA: "The
Can-Am Festival" from
Myrtle Beach, S. C., the
a nn ua I Canadian-American
Festival features per-
formances by Gritz, Erv
Lewis, Stephen Sat:berry,
and more.
4:30-Our Heritage, Our Ho
5:00-The Goon Show: "t
Great Regents Park Swim"
5:30-Voices in the Wind with
Oscar Brand




by Debussy, Chopin, and
' Honegger. Pianist: : Gary
Graft man
MON. MARCH 29









7-9-From the Record Library
TUES. MARCH 28























Game." Salesmen talk about
selling.











9-10-Murray H. S. "Tiger
Hour"
FRIDAY APRIL2




















Hall: "The Two Widows," a
comic opera in two acts by
Smetana is performed.
6:36-From the Record Library
8:30-I'm Scorn', I'll Read That
Again
SUNDAY APRIL!
8:00-Changed Lives with Ben
Haden




Noon -States of the Union
"Colorado"
1-2-Folk Music L Bernstein
2:00-Folk Festival USA.
"Kerrville Folk Festival"
Part I of this two part
program features the
distinctive style of Texas'
prolific folk scene. Per
farmers include the first
folksinger to sing on TV (at
the len World's Fair), Red
River Dave, Carolyn Hester,
Allen Dernron, John Van
diver, more.
4:30-Our Heritage, Our
5:00-The Goon Show: HM
Policy"
5:30-Voices in the Wind with
Oscar Brand
6: 30-Muslc & The Spoken Word
7 : 00-M . V. Ph ;Mar mon I c
Concert: Everett Lee con-
duct* selections by David





9:00 - Channel 6 - "Hickey
and Boggs", a crime drama
starring Robert Culp and
Bill Cosby. Rims 60 min.
SUNDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
8.00 - Channel 3 - "The
Valachi Papers". Mobster
Joseph Valachi and
organized crime are the
basis for this crime drama.
Stars Charles Bronson.
Runs 2 hrs. 25 min.
10:30 - Channel 6 - "A
Guide for the Married
Man". Walter Matthau
stars in this comedy.
MONDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 12 - "The
Walking Stick", a tale of
crime set against a
background of the art
world. Stars David Hem-
mings and Samantha
Eggar. Runs 2 hrs.
TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 6 - "The
Red Badge of Courage", a
drama of the Civil War
days, with Richard Thomas
starring. Runs 90 min.
10:90 - Channel 12- "Jack
of Diamonds", a crime
drama in which George
Hamilton is cast as a cat
burglar. 111818 2 hrs.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
10:30 - Channel 3 - "All
Together Now" the drama
of a college siudent who
must prove his fitness to be
guardian of his younger
brothers and sisters. Runs
90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 - "The
Disorderly Orderly", a
comedy starring Jerry
Lewis. Runs 1 hr. 50 min.
THURSDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
8:00 - Channel 6 -
"Slaughterhouse-Five" a
fantasy of a hero who is
forced to relive events in
his life. Runs 2 hrs.
8:00 - Channel 12- "Helter
Skelter", the drama of the
Sharon Tate murder, and
the investigation of the
Charles Manson family.
Part 1, Runs 2 hrs.
10:30 - Channel 12 - "The
Lawyers", a drama set in




9:00 a.m. - Channel 6
High School Basketball:
Kentucky State Semifinals.
12:15 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Tennis: American Airlines
Games
1:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
NCAA Basketball: National
semifinal
2:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Pro Bowling: $65,000 St.
Louis Open
3:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
NCAA Basketball: National
semifinal
3:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Challenge of the Sexes: the
Best
4:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Wide World of Sports: Auto
racing; sking, weightlifting
4:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Golf: Sea Pines Heritage
Classic




10:30 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Track Meet: ITA Pro Track
Classic
SUNDAY WORTS
12:00 Noon - Channel 6 -
Grandstand: Boxing
doubleheader
1:00 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Superstars: Superteam
finals
1:00 p.m. - Channel 12 -
NBA Basketball: Braves
vs. Bullets
2:30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
American Sportsman
3:00 p.m. - Channel 6 -
Tennis: American Airlines
Games
3:15 p.m. -- Channel 12 --
Auto Racing: Start of the
U.S. Garnd Prix West
3 : 30 p.m. - Channel 3 -
Wide World of Sports:
Surfing; gymnastics meet
3:30 p.m. - Channel 12 -
Golf: Sea Pines Heritage
Classic
MONDAY SPORTS
7:00 pin. - Channel 6 -
NCAA Basketball: National
Championship
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schaal, Dees Not Change
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WNGE-2 WTVF-5
6:25 A. Smith 8:00 Sunrise 7:00 Good Morn
ing 8:00 Am Americo 516 C. Journal
8:54 Pastor Sok. 6:30 Breakfast 9:00 700 Club
7:00 Bozo 5.30 C. Tipton
700 Today 7:00 News 10: 30 Happy Da
ys 800 Zoo Revue 6:00 News
0:00 Romper Rm. 8:00 Cwt. Kiing. 11:00 Make Deel 8:30 Jeannie 7:00 Plyne's Site
9:26 Calendar 9:00 Price Right 11:30 All Child. 9:00 M. Douala.
7:66 Dorinde
9:30 High Roll. 10:00 Gambit 12:00 Ryan. Hope
10:00 Edge/Night 8:00 Capt. Kong.
10:00 Wheel/Fort. 10:30 Love Life 12:30 Rhyme 10:30 Happy Days 9:00 Prke Right
10:30 Hol. Sour. 10:55 News T:00 620.000 Pyr. 11:00 News 10:00 Gambit
11:00 Mettle 11:00 Young/ Reg. 1:30 Neighbors 11:30 All Child. 10:30 Love Life
11:30 Take Advice 11:30 Search 2:00 Gen. Hoe. 12:00 Ryan's Hope
11:00 young Rest
11:56Naws 12:00 Farm Pict. 2:30 One Life 12:30 Make Deal 11: 30Swirch
12:00 News Beat 12:06 News 3:00 Edge Night 1:00 610,000 
Pyr. 12:00 Sing. Cony.
12:30 Days Ltves 12:30 World Turns 3:30 Lassie 1:30 Rhyme/Reas. 12:20 Washer
1:30 Doctors 1:30 Guid. Light 4:00 Theatre 2:00 Gen. Hosp. 12:25 News
2:00 Anoth. Wrl. 2:00 All/Family 4:30 Litton 2:30 One Life 12:30 World Turns
3:00 Somerset 2:33 Match Game 5:00 Soul Train 3:00 A. Gr
iffith 1:30 Guiding
3:30 GlIllgen 3:00 Tattletales 3:30 Gm.
 Acres 2:00 All Fem.
4:00 Dragnet 3:30 Mickey M. 4:00 Big Valley 2:30 Match Game
4:30 ironeld• 4:00 H illbillisa 5:00 News 3:00 Gilligan
6:30 News 4:30 A. Griffith 6:30 News 3:30 Dialing
6:00 News Beat 5:00 Tell Truth 8:00 Concentration 5.25 iNegogi
5:30 News 5:30 News
6:00 News 6:00 News
,
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, MARCH 27, 1976 SCHEDULE





8:00 Sunrise 7:0.  Hong Kong 6:30 Gosp. Hr. 6:30 Surwies
900 RFD 6:30 News 7:25 Schoolhouse 7:00 Hong Kong 700 Pebbles
6:30 Fencepost 7:00 Pei**, 7:30 Tom/Jerry 7:30 Tom/Jerry
7:30 Bugs
7:00 Emergency 7'30 Ihrel 8:25 
Schoolhouse 9:30 Frightenstein 8.30 Scooby Don
7:30 Joel. 8:30 Scooby Doo 8:30 Gilligan 9:00 Super 
Friends 9:00 Shazarn
8:00 Kitty 9:00 Shezarn 9:00 super Friends 10:00 Sp. Buggy
10:00 Far Out
8:30 Penther 10:00 Far Out 9:56 Schoolhouse 10:30 Soul Tra
in 10:30 Ghost
9:00 Basketball 10:30 Ghost 10:00 SPd.13u9. 11:30Am. Band. 1
1:00 Dinosaurs
12:15 Tennis 11:00 Dinosaurs 10:30 Odd Couple 12:30 F lifting 11:30 Fat Abell
1:00 Basketball 11:30 Fat Abort 11:00 Lost Saucer 1:00_,„ 
Sports 12:00 Film Fest
5:00 Spirit 76 12:QQ Film Fest. 11:30 Am. Bend. 2:30 B°Wiefli
12:30 Presidency
5:30 News 12:30 Presidency 12:30 Farm Rept. 4:00 Sports
1:00 Fun City













8:00 Movie 3:00 Sports 5:30 News 7:00 Anything
3:30















8: 30 8. Newham
7:00 Pinocchio













10:30 Gunernoke 12:00 Theatre
11:30 Nashville 1:33 News
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, MARCH 29, 1976 SCHEDULE














































_ 1: 15 News
1 TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, MARCH 28, 1976 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 W51L-3 WNGE-2
WTVF-5
6:30 Montego 6;QG Clown 7:00 Music City
6:30 Rapt Chr. 6:00 Sunrise
700 Veg. Soup 6: 'News 7:30 Discovery 7:
00 House Worh, 7:00 Your Chur.
7•30 Gospel Sing 1:00 H. Dimension 8:00 J. Robison 7:30 J. 
Solegilert 7:30 Jubilee
8:30 Pad. ()swot io 7:30 Herald/Truth 8300. Roberts
8:00 Arriaz. Gr. 8:00 C. Tipton
915 Hamilton 8:00 Archie
9:00 Goo). Hr. 8:303 Stooges
8:30 J. Robison
9:30 Goa). Hr. 8,30 Globetrotters 10:00 Thew Days
9:30 R. Humberd 9:00 Good News
10:00 Chad. Lys. 9:00 Bain. Church 10:30 Make Wish
10:30 Bap. Chr. 9:300. Roberts
10:30 Herald 10:00 Camera 10:55 School Rock
11:30 Capitol News 10:00 Tony/Susen
11:00 Accent 10:30 Nation 11:00 Issues
12:00 Soul City 10:30 Chaplain
11:30 Meat Press 11:00This/Lift 11:30 Don Young
12:30 Fishing 11:00 Face Nation
12:00 Grandstand 11:30 Limp 12:00 Groovie G 1:00 
Superstars 11:30 B. Dance
12:30 Boxing 12:00 Look Up 12:30 Directions
2:30 L. Welk 12:00 L. Ranger
2:30 Grandstand 12:30 Film 100 Superstars
3:30 Movie 12:30 Outdoors
3:00 Tennis 1:00 Basketball 2:
30 sportsmen 5:30 Wild King. 1:00 Basketball
3:15 File 6 3:15 U.S. Grand 3:30 Sports
800 J. C,ousteeu 3:30 Heritape
3:30 Ky. Afield 3:30 Golf 500 Outdoorernan
7:00 6 Mittion/Man 5:00 News












6:00 Disney 7.00 Sonny/Cher 8:00 Movie 1130 Report 8:00 
Koisk
700 E. Queen 8:00 Kotak
10:25 News 12:00 New Life 900 Bronk
800 Movie 9:00 Bronk
10:40 700 CLub 10:00 NOVI5
10:00 News Beet 113:00 News
10:30 Reports




12:15 NOW* 12-30 Big Show
,
TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, MARCH 30, 1976 SCHEDULE















































TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, MARCH 31, 1976 SCHEDULE
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9:°° P/31' 91"10:00 News Beat
10-30 Tonight





































































































































































































































































PAGE 11 THE MURRAY, Ky., ilD611 & TIMES, Friday, March 26, 1976
Panel To Try And Complete
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
The attorney for the gover-
nor's select commission on
prisons says the panel will try
to complete its report on
Kentucky's penal system to
Gov. Julian Carroll by mid-
April.
Ken Kennedy, commission
attorney, said the seven-
member panel finished
hearing the bulk of the
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corruption and misman-
agement in the state
prison system Thursday, and
would begin deliberating the
testimony it has heard.
The commission was ap-
pointed about a year ago by
the governor to investigate
and report to him on
allegations of wrongdoing.
The commission spent the
better part of its meeting
Thursday questioning two












former inmates of the Ken-
tucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville. They asked what
life was like for them, and how
the former inmates would
recommend changing it.
Jackie Phillips, who was
released on parole last month
after serving eight years on a
variety of charges including
breaking and entering and
voluntary manslaughter, said
the top priority is to reduce the
inmate population.
"There are just too many




criminals from those serving
Prison Report By Mid-April
time on nonviolent offense,
such as check forging. He said
the latter don't benefit by their
prison experience, they get
worse. He questioned whether
they should be sent to prison,
or whether some alternative
punishment should be devised.
Phillips also advocated the
extensive use of therapy to
help inmates understand why
they did what they did, and to
encourage them to
rehabilitate themselves. He
said therapy had helped him
turn himself around.
The results of several
polygraph (lie detector) tests
were also read into the report.
One of the tests related to a
EXTRA SPECIAL
 mammy
MAN'S CARAT DIAMOND CLUSTER
Reg. $499.95
Seven (lashing laale
diamonds set in ••••'
handsome brush
tlerak lett sera immyttias
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controversial affidavit made
by former Eddyville inmate
JerryForbes in June, 1974.
In the affidavit, Forbes
claimed to have personal
knowledge of a prison
conspiracy to get prison
superintendent Henry Cowan
fired. But later, Forbes said
Cowan coerced him into
making the statement, and
that the conspiracy did not
exist.
The lie detector test was
administered to Forbes on
Feb. 23 by Louisville
polygraph examiner Milton
Berman, and shows Forbes
was not lying when he said
Cowan had forced him to write
the affidavit, and that no such
conspiracy existed.
Forbes has said he signed
the statement, which he said
contained what Cowan wanted
it to say, because Cowan and
former associate supt.
William Reynolds threatened
to remove him from the
protection of administrative
segregation and put him on
the prison yard, where he
feared he would be killed. He
had less than a week to serve.
The commission first heard
of the affidavit when Cowan
presented it in testimony
before the panel last month.
Cowan said Thursday that
Forbes made the affidavit
voluntarily and that it would
be up to the commission to





Pentecostal Church of God
will hold regular services on
Sunday, March 28, at eleven a.
m. and 7:30 p. m. with the
pastor, Bro. Paul Wenger,
speaking at both services.
"Thinking As Jesus
Thought" will be the morning
sermon topic with scripture
from Philippians 2:5.
The church choir will sing
"Come Holy Spirit" by John
W. Peterson and "Prisoner of
Love" by Elmo Mercer at the
morning services.
At the evening service Bro.
Wanger will speak on
"Characteristics Of True
Christianity" with his text
from John 3:5.
Sunday School will open at




Houston, Texas, will present a
medal program at the church
on Monday, March 72, at 7:30
p. m. Duane Temple is the
choir director.
Donnie Peal, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Eugene Peal of Murray,
a member of Calvary Temple
now studying at Southern
Bible College, is a member of
the Messenger Choir and will
be singing with them. Dr.
Worden McDonald, president
of the college, will also be with
the choir.
There will be no admission
and the public is invited to
attend the concert, Bro.
Wenger said.
Mualrooms were so highly
esteemed by the ancient Egyp-
bums Vet the delicacy was re-
served for the Pharaoh and his
medlars.
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Kennedy said, whether it
was true or not, the affidavit
could potentially prove "very
explosive."
Cowan said Forbes wanted
to make some deals with the
Corrections Bureau and was
"going to give us information
so we could help him out."
Cowan said he told Forbes he
couldn't promise any favors,
but that Forbes wrote the
affidavit anyway.
Both Kennedy and Mrs.
Arnold Ludwig of Lexington, a
commission member, said it
didn't make sense for Forbes
to volunteer to write the
statement since he would have
served out his time in five
days and been released -
unless he was afraid of
something.
Cowan said he assumed
Forbes was concerned about
pressure being put on his
family by the state parole
board for false swearing, and
hoped that giving a statement
would work in his favor.
Mrs. Ludwig said if Cowan
had made it clear that he
would gain nothing from
writing the statement, it was
hard to believe he would
volunteer it.
"You are asking us to
believe that he would clearly
get nothing, but he sat down
and wrote the statement
anyway," she said. "The
statement did nothing for him
but put his life in danger."
The affidavit contained
charges that some prisoners,
their attorneys and some
prison staff conspired to
smuggle guns and money into
the maximum security in-
stitution to further the con-
spiracy to get rid of Cowan.
WANT ADS
ii
AS OF MARCH 23, 1276, I
am no longer respon-
sible for any debts other
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By Abigail Van Buren
197110, Cocop Tra000 Pi I Flew* Wyrli
DEAR ABBY: About that Protistant mother who was
upset because her son married a Catholic girl:
I also came from a strict Catholic family. The girl I fell in
love with was the daughter of a Methodist minister. When
we made plans to marry, my folks and all the relatives made
an awful fuss Added to their objections was the fact my
lady love had a Jewish ancestor way back in her family.
Regardless of all their objections, we went ahead and got
married. None of my people came to the wedding. They also
cut me out of their wills. I could not have cared less.
My wife and I are both in our 80s and have celebrated our
50th wedding anniversary.
We have wonderful sons, daughters and grandchildren
and have always made them feel free to marry whomever
they wanted, regardless of religion.
The Lord must have approved of our marriage or He
wouldn't have blessed us with such a long and happy one.
BROAD-MINDED IN MPLS.
DEAR BROAD-MINDED: Three cheers for an interfaith
marriage that let love overcome religious nitpicking.
DEAR ABBY: Please print your answer so my husband
will see it.
What do you think of a 28-year-old man who has been
married for seven years and who tells all his friends at work
EXACTLY what happened in his bedroom the night before?
We have always had a wonderful sex life, which keeps
getting better every year. But since I caught wind of this, I
feel cheap.
When I questioned my husband about it., he denied
saying anything, but from the things that have come back
to me, I know that he has been talking plenty. (The wife of
one of his buddies gets all the details from her husband, and
she tells me.)
If my husband doessn't get over these high school habits,
I'm afraid it will be the end of our sex life. Help me.
OPEN BOOK IN MICHIGAN
DEAR OPEN: Tell your husband that you KNOW be has
been blabbing at work about your intimate relations, and if
he doesn't keep his big mouth shut, be's not going to have
anything to talk about!
DEAR ABBY: I have a backyard neighbor who has been
watching me for the last two years. I thought perhaps he
wanted to be friendly, but when I see him on the street, he
turns his head.
He has a 9 to 5 job and is home on weekends. Every time I
look out of my back window I see him in his backyard,
staring at my back door, waiting for me to appear.
He has driven past my home several times, slowing up to
look. Even the neighbors have mentioned it.
He is married, but I seldom see his wife. We have never
spoken to each other. either, but I'm sure she knows that I
am her neighbor. My husband and I don't want to cause any
trouble as we plan on living in this neighborhood for a long
time, but this man gives me the creeps.
Do you think I should go to the police? He really hasn't
done anything except stare at my back door and drive
around my house.
Should I initiate a conversation with this men or perhaps
talk to his wife? Please help me.
FRIGHTENED
DEAR FRIGHTENED: You may be unjustifiably
suspicious, or you may have a point. While with your
husband. initiate • friendly oniverustiom with thils neighbor.
His reoetioa should tell you something.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 19700, L.A., CAL 900611
Ene:Plose stamped. self-addremed envelope, please.
PHONE Numras
FOR THE
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right to bid. Ii
MOBILE 110fAES wi-
derpinned. Your choice
of color and materials.
Mao Hurricane Straps.
Call 753-1273 after 5 p.
m. or weekends.
.....••••••••••••
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WE LOOK into your
heeds as well as at them.
=DLINE, 753-6333.
ANY RELATIVES OF
Frank Norman caring to
write me (his grand-
ion), can write J. P.
Norman, Springhill Rd.,
-Paris, Tenn. 38242.
I CANNOT EXPRESS in
words how I appreciate
the prayers and words of
kindness, I received
from Rev. Timberlake
In the recent death of my
beloved sister Mable
Larkins of South Bend,
Indiana. May God bless





I WISH TO thank my
friends and neighbors
for their love, prayers,
the beautiful flowers
and cards during my
illness at the Murray
Hospital. A special
thanks to Rev.'s C. E.
Timberlake and Drew
for their prayers and
comforting presence. To
Dr. Cunningham and
Jones a very special
thanks for their skills
concern and help.
Special thanks to all the
nurses and everyone on
the second floor for their
tender and loving care. I
shall always; remember
with deep gratitude each
kindness shown me
during my illness. God




NEEDED: A mature lady
who loves children and
has experience baby
sitting to work with a
church nursery on
Sunday mornings,
please call 753-3824, 753-
(1224.
ONE WAITRESS for
afternoon shift must be
dependable and fast.
$1.50 per hour, Ky. Lake
Lodge Restaurant,
Highway 68 and 80, in






















PI•1 ,7',., 489 2740
FOUND PAIR of
prescription sunglasses
at Graham &Jackson on
Saturday. Can pick up at
the store.
LOST 1 Year old male
Irish Setter, city and
rabies tags, black




North of Pahmersville, Tn.
Rain or Slane
Sat. April 3rd-10:00 CM.
Known as the M.C. Climfen Fano
%deg in Tracts at as a whole. Tracts Rungs fres 1
sere to 50 acres.
Located - Approx. mass Nor* of Poisermilis,
Tn., off Hwy. IN from Permile go approx. 6
miss to State Um Read mid tern left mid go 3
miss to property.
Amtierieers Note: - This fano bus a mile if grovel
reed treetops. It boo approx. MI awes of epos hind
and tits beim* Is geed nierketahle timber. Ex-
celled Deer Neeetiop.
Tones • 15% down day of sole, Whom witk deed
or terms worked oat behre day of ode.
Sale Managed and Conducted by:
Empire Auction &
Real Estate Co., Inc.
901/767-9394 330 South Parkway W. -







































Thursday, April lit at 10 a. m. at my office in
Kuttawa
5 TRACTORS: J. D. 4020 Diesel "real nice" -2, 9N FORDS "both above
average" - W. C. Allis Chalmers - Massey Harris 44 Special; 1 BACKHOE
.. 1970 Model 580 CASE, 115 ton Phelan Low Boy Trailer, 2 TRUCK TRACTORS:
1962 G.M.C. -1 G.M.C., 10 wheeler with less than 4,000 miles on a new 23$
Detroit Diesel motor
CONTRACTORS EQUIPMENT:
Diesel 150 Rotary air compressor, leas than 50 hours since recently factory
reconditioned - concrete dump motorized Georgia Buggy - 1 small paving
!breaker - 3 electric concrete vibrators - air hose - lubricator for air tools -
welding leads with holders-new air grinder, 5 BREAKING PLOWS: 2, 3, & 4
, gang, 14" & 16", 2 MOWERS: Ford 501 - Massey Ferguson 1', VEHICLES- 1
1956 1/2 ton Ford truck recently overhauled- 1982 Ford % ton P.U. 4 speed
I.:trans., 1948 Grehound bus fully converted into a camper, 1983 Int. 1 ton C&C,
1966 Checker 111 passenger limousine or bus, 1, 3 wheel Wilder "the one we
• used as auction car", 1, 1967 Pontiac 4 door aedan,1 cylinder automatic, FARM
:,„.EQUIPMENT: 11/2' J. D. wheel disk - hay conditioner; - 2, 2-row corn planters
1 row cultivator - New Idea Rake, 3p. h. drag - tobacco setter - pod driver -




Ph. 502-388-7251 or 358-7088














shape. $3,600 or ski boat




already cut. Contact D.






withrrEtt TO BUY used
boat trailer for 14'
fishing boat. Phone 753-
5315 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m.
GOOD USED PING pong
table. Call 489-2269 after
5 p. m.
.7  7 1, F
_
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Be]
Air Shopping Center.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',

















QUILTS for sale. One
for King size bed, other












216 South 17th, Paducah,
Ky. Doors, windows,




service for 8, never
used. Call 489-2613 after
6 p.m.
A GOOD BUY... .give it a
try. Blue Lustre
America's favorite




3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B




model 51061 - $279.96.



















white powder table with
mirror. Excellent
condition. Call 753-3222.
FOR SALE one bedroom
suite, excellent con-
dition. Includes mat-
tress and box springs
Also black and white,





and Service, 500 Maple











stock, have over sixty
new and used machines
priced from $30 and up.
New machines less than
% price. Come early for
good choice. Open 7 days
week. Write or call
Lakewood Camping
Resort, Route 5, Benton,
Ky., 1-3544619, ask for
Martha Hopper for more
information.
EMU
WM CASE 646, front
loader, garden tractor





579 CASE DIESEL with
plow disc cultivator.
Call 753-5677 after 5 p.m.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA











FOR SALE 1986 530 Case
diesel tractor, 3 point
hitch, with Oliver plow,
9' burche (bar, 4 row
Allis Chalmer
cultivator, John Deere 4
row pLitnter. Call Glenda
at 753-1452.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duricans
Garage Phone 7534163.
17' THOMPSON Boat
( wood), 75 h.p. Evinrude
motor, heavy duty tilt
trailer, $500.00 or best
offer. Call 435-4237, from
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
1973 JOHNSON 115 H.P.
outboard motor, $1,550.
1975 Mercury 150 h.p.
$1,950. Both with power
trim. Call 753-8407 after
5 p.m.
NEW 24' Pontoon boat
with 50 h.p. Evinrude
motor. Monarch
manufactory complete.
Never been used. $2,800.






50-10 lb. Allen Compound
bow, one dozen FJC75
aluminum arrows with
vanes, quiver and bow
sight, excellent con-
dition, $100.00. Call 753-





boat. Car top carrier,







payments. J & B Music,
753-7575.
BALDWIN FUN machine




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lortardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The





100 South 13 Shoot
Noochos










made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.













ones bee Wm, t•
Callep Sop




shotgun, deep heat back
massager, Black and
Decker skill saw and
odds and end furniture.
All priced reasonable.
Call 436-5395 after 6.
TWO RIDING lawn
mowers. One 31/2 h.p. the
other 5 h.p. Call 753-3917.







tape Player. J & B
Musk, 753-7575.
12" COLOR PORTABLE
Admiral T.V. 1/2 years
old. Call 492-8894.
HARMAN-KORDAN hi-fl
receiver. 60 watts per





nice with air con-
ditioning, priced for
quick sale. See at
Riviera Cts., or call 753-
3230.
1973 MODEL 12 x 50, all
electric. Real nice. Call
436-5419.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
TRAILER AND LOT in
Baywood Vista. $2,000.
Call 489-2637.
1973 2$' FRANKLIN fifth.
wheel trailer, fully self-
contained. Like new
must see to appreciate.
Central heat and air.
Radio and tape player.
TV antenna. See at 621
South 4th Street or call
753-5777.
12 x 59 TWO bedroom all
electric, central heat
and air, large lot. Water
and garbage pickup
furnished. $110.00 per
month. Call 753-7381, 8-6.
TWO BEDROOM
MOBILE home, 1 mile
from city limits on 121
South, water furnished,
$85.00 per month, $50.00
deposit. Call Jimmy
McCuiston, 753-6649.
12 it 58 ALL electric, 2
bedroom home, deposit
required, private lot.
Prefer family. Call 767-
4065 4 pin.
THREE ROOM apart-
ment for rent. Available
MarCh 1. Call




Call Buel Stalls days,
753-3474, nights 753-3519.
FURNISHED APART-























screened in back porch.




$200.00 per month. One
block from College. Call






FIVE 50 lb. or over




bulk old flasks sad 0
sowiso 0 Norm It.
thiversley Walesa 1,011111,
runs f , ey. I. NW& Vlb,
* 1240 p.m, 1st la-
ienassisa wow Jim asp




female. $20.00. Call 615-
232-5510.
BRITTANY SPANIEL
male dog, 5 years old.
Partially trained to


































1 - 21" Used RIM TV
1 -21" Coier TV
1 - Used Pertaide Caler TV
1 - Repossessed Storm AAVVIA
Mame-Tape
1- Used AM/FIR Stereo
Receiver
1- Used Cassels Mane
1- Used Merit:or Organ
'1 Meat Model Stereo
St B Music




Imo wee ON I, vers. se WI ame ee Feler
bre. *bap par slim ihr-ortatiosa old
2.an• Ilieseglile Weft usiespee,
waroglec Mee pme. el wee. Ile
••• wept le• may oder prorme sol sd
U- wommi.
1 OM emereeless •NO perigee me
•••••1••••• sepia
1. Comb ewe einlyber GI blot •••••••••
e•opuumer 110.-
a. WWI me SW emI wawa
All TINS FOR
$25
la pine le lir • einem •Ir estellOsem Ine•Sed rayeee. *Mee Ire venire in bier
•Mee kw Nue awl 11••••••••••. elmeale
Wk. rod ode time od wressed•• ewe oe @sew wan kw
Imileme ow NY tem Illemee. Seem /11.11112.
Ward-Elkins
Warm, Ey. Mese 753-1713 ".
HEARING AID
PROBLEMS?
If year bearing aid lo giving yea treakie - regardless
of make at said why sat visit a Hearing Aid Dealer
who specialises Is service sod repairs ea all makes
Vikh ever II years experiesee. Them you will flied why
people are Midas over IN miles to Seiko* el Bootee
for the lowest prices is repairs sad sew skis.





Compare sod you'll fled BELTON R OF BENTON eas say
yea a let vmaey.
Belt one Of Benton
Atwell Marked. wooer













































I lb. or over
ta for sale. Call
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lines. Call 7534412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.rn.
BARGAIN BARN
Rummage Sale, 13th
















Meadow Lane. Play pen,
stroller, 2 car seats, high






SIX ACRE FARM, five
miles West of Murray
just off Highway 121.
Fenced, wooded and a




THIS WEEKS JUST LISTED productive
SPECIAL farm, of 117 acres-all
REAL ESTATE values under wire fence. 140
continue to climb. Now acres tendable, 30 acres
is the tizne to buy that lot timber, year round
on which to build your creek, .7 mile road
dream home. Now of- frontage. To see call 753-
fering 55 fine lots in 8000 or come by 105 N:-
Westwood Subdivision. 12th, Boyd-Majors Real
Only 10 per cent down Estate.
and balance to be paid 
off over 5 years. Some as
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
only 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now






ment in good condition
near the University.
Priced at only $15,500.
Phone Bill Kopperud,
753-1222 for an ap-
pointment and be the
first to see this duplex.
Check first with Kop-
perud Realty 711 Main
St. for personel, full
time real estate service.
ROBERTS REALT1
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
Eddyville
Correctional Officers: $530+ to start. May be nights
and weekends. Requires high school plus 1 year of
college or any afdlit experience. Must be age 21.
Contact: Mr. Dais L Shelton




1503 0011 Drive, $35,800
Extra nice 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 1% story brick.
Quality built, abundant storage and low dectric
heat bills. Living area 2100 eq. ft. owner moving.
Also a 2 br. brick, and a house plus 3 apartments.
Call C. O.
Bondurant Realty
753-9954, 753-3460 or 753-3690
JUST LIKE NEW 2 or 3
bedroom trailer on Slots
at Cypress Springs
Resort, has two other
storage buildings, all
furniture in like new
condition, central heat
and air, situated in a
beautiful wooded area,
check on this one at a
price of $18,000. Moffitt
Realty 206 South 12th,
7534597.
14 ACRES OPEN land,
about 11 acres cleared.
Located about 4 miles
East of Hardin on Fred
Jones Road. Only $6,500.
Also 1% acres good
building or mobile home





HOUSE, body shop, barn,
pond, 10 acres located on
1(y. 121. Also investment
property on Main St.,
Murray. John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 - 753.7531 or Bob
Rodgers 753.7116.
LARGE LOT on Kirk-
wood ideal for basement
or split-leveL $4,400. Call
753-7550.
HIGHWAY FRONTAGE,
lots for sale or lease, on




brick, large living room
and dining room com-
bination, kitchen and
eating area with built-





Call 753-5805 or 753-8749.
FIVE ROOM frame
house. Corner lot.
Located 412 South 6th.




carport and garage in
excellent location. 1301
Wells Blvd., 2 bedroom
:first floor, large up-
stairs, stove,
refrigerator freezer and
air conditioner. Call 753-
7292.
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone




Three Wrenn brick, deal& game, Iv* men, Way, peatry, kkelisosikieg
wee,' lets if closets, fully carpeted, electric lasebewil host, window ak-
cesedithaers, reap, ref., dishweelier, depend Warded. large fenced-is hack yard,





brick home fully car-
peted. This place has a
30 x 32 stran steel
building. Contains one &
two-thirds acres.
$39,500. Call 7534615.
BY OWNER IN Can-
terbury, 2 story colonial
with nearly 3 thousand
sq. ft. under roof, in-
cluding 4 bedrooms, 2%
tile baths, 14 x 28 den,
separate dining, double
garage, gas heat. Priced
under $50,000. Shown
only by appointment on
Saturday or Sunday.
Call 753-4186.
112 acre farm 4 miles
West of Hardin. 65-70
acres Lendable. 1300
ft. highway frontage.





carpet, 3 Br., double
garage. All the com-
forts of home.
On 2 acres. Large 3
Br. home on No. 280
just 5 mL from town.
2 full baths, central














After HMI p. a all Ow
Snow 753.5387, Leine.
Won 7501110t, lea Per-





central heat and air,
carpeted throughout, 5
miles East. $27,500. Call
753-3938.
BY OWNER in Can-
terbury, 2 story colonial
with nearly 3 thousand
sq. ft. underoof, in-
cluding 4 bedrooms, 2%
tile bathe, 14 x 28 den,
separate dining, double
garage, gas beat. Priced
under $50,000. Shown
only by appointment on
Saturday or Sunday.
Call 753-4188.
MUST SELL: New barn
style house, unfinished,
3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fireplace, carport in
East "Y" subdivision.






11173 HONDA 350, $650.00.
Call 7534000.
1175 HONDA XL 250. Call
753-9407.
HONDA 750, 15Q0 miles.
Call 753-6013.
1174 HONDA XL 350,
ready to go road or We,
new tire and chain, kept
clean, looks sharp. Call
753.4046 and ask for Tim
after 3:00.









running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 4M-
8586
1674 125 SUZUKI MX. 1973
250 Ronda Elsinize. Call
43449111 anytime after 5.
1574 CHEVY PICKUP
custom deluxe, like new,
low mileage Call 4110-
2769
CORNET_ MUST
SELL Miaow new. Call
7534-
071 VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
oxidition. Asking axle.
Call 7534312 after 4:30.
19111 PLYSIOU'TH station
wagon, full power, air
conditioner. $475,00. Call
436-5485.
11172 GRAND TORINO, all
power and air, $1,800, or
best offer. Phone after 6
p.m. 753-7907.











owner. Power and air.
Call Mrs. White, 753-
0605.
1957 CHEVROLET















black inside, red out-
side, this car is in A-1
condition. Call 438-5368.
190 DATSUN 510,4 door
mien. Automatic, new
tires, good condition.





air. 350 two barrel.
$1,800. Call after 5 p.m.
7534429.
NEW 075 Blazer. Call
753-0264.
1972 MUSTANG MACH I,
automatic, power
steering, brakes and air,
good condition. Call 753-
49'M after 5 p.m.
1989 JAGUAR XKE,
convertible. Good
carillon. Call days, 753-
702, nights 753-0131.
FOR SALE, will trade for
trailer. 1965 GPAC, 11/2
ton, 4 door track, V4
motor, 1970 VW good
• condition Call before 4,
753-5216 after 4,7534073.
1949 CHEVROLET,
yellow with black in-
terior, good motor, new




dean. 8600.06. Call m-
eas.
1973 191.11CR Century
wagon. Extra nice. Call
7534407.
IVO CREVELLE, full




1650.00 Call after 5:30,
753-0554
EI07 DATSUN PICKUP,
01105.00 1972 Vega GT,
new engine, radial tires,
mica Call 411114505.
1972 DATSUN 1200, real
good condition. Can be
seen at Joe Todd
Motors.





Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment and
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Rays 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
DM VW VAN, 59,000




sleeps six, ice box,
stove, etc. $1,095.00. Call
'753-0605.
1972 COMPACT JR., 13'
fiberglass camper, ice
box, range, sleeps 4.
$850. Call 753-1566.
1,71 FIZETIVING 14'
travel trailer. Sleeps 54.
Has furnace, icebox,
stove, sink, "to. $1,086.
Call 7534865.
12' CAMPER trailer. 1971
Fleetwing. $625.00. Call
436-2401.















and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-
0605.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 7F3-7270 or 753-4158.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.

















struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and some yard work.
Call 753-1496.





INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling





bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and Clark.
















Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from 111h-
Burger.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South
on 121. Call 436-2611 or
436-2590 or 436-2277.
HIGH SCHOOL boy will




bushog lots. Call 753-
7790.
TRACTOR HITCHES
balls $1.00 each, custom
trailer hitches, custom
exhaust work, portable
welding 24 hours at J. &





and exterior by Me hour
or }ob. Free estimates.
Call 7534343.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.





























FREE MOTHER dog and
four 5 week old puppies,
mixed breed, puppy will
be medium to small size,
and all are beige with
brown markings. Three
males and 1 female.
Mother is quiet and





Repair Work, New Construction and Reroofing,
Johns-Manville approved contractor.







Conrad Heights; 100' x 190' x 1114'; $2,350.00.
Riverwood Subdivision; approximately one
acre; $6,000.00.
Highway 641 South; Approximately 1.6 acres,
$5,000.00.
Sherwood Forest; 105'I 100'; $2,750.00.
College Farm Road; 90' x 1M1; $2,500.00.
16th and Paridane; 140' 11W; $4,500.00.
Roberts Industrial Subdivision; 150' x 80';
94,500.00.
Vine Street; 75'x 250'; $1,750.00.
Broach Addition; five corner lots, 112' x 155';
$5,000.00 each.
Cardinal Drive; three lots, 95' x 100'; $4,250.00
eadi.
Monroe Street; 100' x 200', zoned for duplexes;
$5,000.03.
Kingswood Subdivision; 90'I 154'; $1,750.00.
Chapel Hill Subdhision; 240' ; $1,500.00.




IRA PAW, 7514406SAY 101T5 4314461
ANNA 75.1-DC'T C. COLLIE 7S34122
PAT NIMITITIONG 4111-3174
412snes 120 Inset Plane TSI. TIOT
1711 Mier Ave For Sale by Owner
5 bedroom, 3,5 bath, I% story brick. Large foryer with staircase, large
dew with fireplace, bookcase, beautiful kitchen, ceramic me on
cabinets. Al Frigidaire appiances. Utility room. Covered tie patio,
double gas grill plus bailt-in charcoal grit Large storage house,
double carport Central gas heat, air conditioning. Many extras. This
house is constnated of guiltily material and workmanship.
Shown by appointment only Call 753-5777
or 753-$270
\
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and drive over. to sat us -For .
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Paul R. Calhoun of Lynn
Grove Community, Murray
Route Seven, died Thursday at
6:35 a. m. at the Jenny Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville. He
was 6a years of age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Salem Baptist Church. Born
August 17, 1912, at Eddyville,
he was the son of the late
Terry Arelius Calhoun and
Julia Knoth Calhoun.
Mr. Calhoun is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ruth Calhoun,
Murray Route Seven; four
daughters, Mrs. Rod (Debbie)
Mathis, Las Vegas, Nev.,
Misses Sarah, Kathy, and
Tammy Calhoun, Murray
Route Seven; one son, Craig
Calhoun, Nashville, Tenn.
Also surviving are four
sisters, Mrs. Paul ( Maude)
Schmidt, Kuttawa, Mrs.
Charles (Christine) Taylor,
Sheffield, Ala., Mrs. Bruce
(Jane) Lane, Las Vegas, Nev.,
and Mrs. Avery (Elsie) Stutts,
Lakeland, Fla.; two brothers,
Terry Calhoun, Kuttawa, and
Dr. Neal Calhoun, Hopkin-
sville.
The funeral has been
scheduled Saturday at two p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Paul Dailey and Rev.
Virgil Blankenship officiating.
Music will be by Shirley Lamb
and Denise Howard. Burial
will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
MISS YOUt PAPS?
Subscribers lobo bow ara
moved their heawdolloareal
copy of VW Nava/ lalpr
W 5:311 p. Newery-
Paley at by 3:30 p. to. 116
Searders ore agediieel
753-1414 Weans 311 p. s.
oaf 4 p. a., ilertary-friday,
it 3:34 p. S.atel 4 p.
Soladeys, to Wert 6850/07
of Ne WINNISISSe. Gals sort
be paced W 6 p. ma-





Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Gussie
Burkeen McGrew, former
resident of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday at two a.
m. at a hospital in West-
minister, Calif. She was 76
years of age and the widow of
Vernie McGrew.
Mrs. McGrew was born
October 10, 1899, in Calloway
County and was the daughter
of the late Gus Burkeen and
Susan Burkeen Morris. Mr.
and Mrs. McGrew later
resided in Kent, Ohio, before
she moved to California.
Survivors are one daughter,
Juanita, five grandchildren,
and two great grandchildren
of Westminister, .Calif.; one
sister-in-law, Mrs. Henry
Fancie I Burkeen, Dexter
Route One; three nieces, Mrs.
Oman ( Eva Mae) Jackson,
Dexter, Mrs. Ebith Hopkins
and Mrs. Oury Thelma)( 
Bennett, Murray Route Two;
one nephew, Tom Hatcher,
Paris, Tenn.
The body is being returned
to the Tinker Funeral Home,
Kent, Ohio, where funeral
services will be held Saturday





Dr. William P. Mullins, Jr.,
will speak at 9:45 a. m. Sun-
day, March 28, at the Story's
Chapel United Methodist
Church and at eleven a. m. at
the South Pleasant Grove
Church.
His morning subject will be
"Jesus Christ Is Lord" with
his scripture from Philippians
2:5-11.
The church choir, directed
by Blondavene Cook with
Olivene Erwin at the organ
and Tom Gaines at the piano,
will sing the selection,
"Looking Up To The Cross."
At six p. m. Sunday at South
Pleasant Grove, Dr. Mullins
will speak on the subject,
"'The Road To the Cross" with
scripture from the 18th and





1976 Steadenis 5 Day Vocalic.. Me School Materiels.






Funeral services for Dick
Skinner are being held today
at 2:30 p. m. at the chapel of
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Dr. Bill Whittaker
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White playing the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Gene Johnson, James Thomas
Crass, Raymond Jones, J. R.
Mahan, Ora Lee Lyons, and
Grant Styles. Burial will be in
the Old Salem Cemetery.
Mr. Skinner, age 84, died
Wednesday at 7:50 p.m. at the
Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the First Baptist Church and
was preceded in death by his
wife, Mrs. Zilpha Farris
Skinner, on April 25, 1969, and




Edwards and Mrs. Iva
Davidson of Murray, one
brother, P. I. Skinner of
Okeechobee Beach, Fla., four





Mrs. Tena C. Colburn of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 11:12 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 78 years of
age and the wife of George W.
Colburn who died in April 1961.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church. Born
March 7, 1896, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Eli Alexander and
Cora Carraway Alexander.
Mrs. Colburn is survived by
four daughters, Mrs. Albert
(Tressa) Hayden, North 18th
Street, Murray, Mrs. Charles
(Mary) Mott, 314 South 13th
Street, Murray, Mrs.
Margaret Tyson, South Port,
N. C., and Mrs. Helen Bolls,
Sexton; three sons, George W.
Colburn, Louisville, Dr.
WiWam J Colburn and Ernest
E. Colburn, both of Calvert
City.
The deceased is also sur-
vived by two sisters, Mrs.
Albert (Mary) Enix and Mrs.
Dick (Zula) Sykes, and one




Funeral services will be
held Saturday at 3:30 p. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home with
burial to follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Calloway County Heart Fund.
Friends may call at the
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W. Rudolph Howard, minister of music of First Baptist Church, directs the Sing and
Tell group of the church in a rehearsal. They left today for a spring missions tour with
concerts in Florida and Georgia.
Ford Heads Campaign Into
California Region Today
By The Associated Press
President Ford headed his
campaign for the Republican
nomination into California
today, where the presidential
primary is 10 weeks away,
while Democratic contenders
focused on the more im-
mediate future — voting April
6 in New York and Wisconsin.
Former Georgia Gov.
Jimmy Carter — winner of
five of six Democratic
primaries — turned his at-
tention to upstate New York
after seeking votes in
Wisconsin. Washington Sen.
Henry M. Jackson, winner of
the other Democratic election,
has been stumping New York
for several days. And Arizona
Rep. Morris K. Udall, another
of the Democratic candidates,
prepared for more work in
Wisconsin.
The President's two-day
schedule listed a day of fund-
raising and soliciting support
in San Francisco and Los
Angeles, and another day of
similar activity in Wisconsin.
Ford's challenger for the
GOP nomination, former
California Gov. Ronald
Reagan, was at home as the
President aimed his campaign
for the West Coast.
Reagan, who beat Ford in
North Carolina's Republican
primary this week, was busy
planning a new tactic for his
campaign — a nationwide
television address.
"They don't know the day as
yet," an aide said of the
television talk. "They're still
shopping for TV time."
Carter was sprinkled with
peanuts Thursday as he and
Udall sought voter support in
Wisconsin. Carter, a peanut
farmer in Georgia, ran into
hecklers as he campaigned in
Madison. He smiled and
waved at the young demon-
strators.
At a luncheon, Carter
fielded several questions,
including one on amnesty for
Vietnam war draft dodgers.
"Amnesty means that what
you did was right," he said.
"Pardon means what you did,
right or wrong, you're
forgiven. I'm just going to say,
Special Program To
Be Held Sunday At
Sinking Spring
Regular worship services
will be held Sunday, March 21,
at the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church with the pastor, Rev.
Lawson Williamson, speaking
at the eleven a.m. services
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ, will sing
"All Hail Immanuel" at the
morning hour.
Ronnie Walker, deacon of
the week, will read the
scriptures and lead in prayer.
"His Kids," a youth group
from the First Baptist Church,
Calvert City, directed by
Frank Queen, will present a
special program of music at
the 6:45 p. m. service.
Sunday School will be at tee
a. m., Youth Choir rehearsal
at 5:30 p. m., and Church
Training at six p. m.
Nursery workers for Sunday
will be Mr. and Mrs, Dwayne
Bucy, Mrs. Evie Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Ronnie Walker, and
Mrs. Carolyn Carroll.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.1
down 0.2. Below dam 313 6 up
1.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a m Z4.5
down 0.4. Below dam 322.8 op
0.6.
Sunset 6:13. Sunrise 5.52
'Come on home where you
belong."
Udall, at the University of
Wisconsin at Stevens Point,
also was asked about am-
nesty. He said he favors un-
conditional amnesty, since, he
said, "Richard Nixon had
been granted complete and
unconditional amnesty
following Watergate."
Jackson, in New York City,
proposed a six-point plan he
said would "save American
cities." He said the program,
costing between $140 billion
and $160 billion, would be paid
for with income taxes from
Americans who now are
unemployed.
Unemployment would be cut
to 3 per cent under the
program, he said; the federal
government would take over
the funding of welfare and a
new national health system,
federal aid to education would
be increased, construction
begun on 2.6 million new
dwelling units, and the
government would begin to
insure municipal bonds.
In Washington, White House
aides said Ford is ready to pull
back a bit on the use of
presidential authority during
the campaign. They said Ford
and his strategists have been
stung by Reagan's efforts to
portray the President as a
Santa Claus offering presents
to voters in key states.
Said one official, "We may
even bend over the other way
a bit."
Reagan's national cam-
paign chairman, Sen. Paul
Laxalt, R-Nev., said in
Chattanooga, Tenn., that the
challenger has an excellent
chance of winning the Ten-
nessee, Georgia, Alabama and
Texas primaries and carrying
most of the West.
Latalt predicted the only
Western states Reagan may




Rev. W. Edd Glover will
speak on the subject, "The
Mills of God Grind Slowly But
.." at the eleven a.m. services
on Sunday, March 28, at the
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. His scriptures will be
from Ecclesiastes 6:11.
Special music by the choir
will be directed by Mrs.
Emma Dean Lawson.
Greeters will be Mr. and Mrs.
Nix Crawford.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m. and evening worship at
6:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist Church Now In
Process Of Building Program
The Grace Baptist Church
on South Ninth Street
Extended is now in the process
of a building program at the
church. Construction on an
addition to the sanctuary and
classrooms was started
March I.
Rev. R. J. Burpoe who has
been serving as the pastor
since 1972 said the addition
will cost approximately
$42,000. The church was of-
ficially organized on July 3,
1966, with the late Rev. L D.
Wilson as pastor who served
until his death in March 1972.
The church recently has
added a new organ and tone
cabinet to the church to use in
the worship services held at
10:45 a. m. and 5:30 p. m. on
Sunday and at seven p. m. on
Wednesday.
John F. Wood is director of
music with Dwane Jones as
organist and Miss Anita
Underhill as pianist. The
Adult Choir will sing a special
selection on Sunday morning
and the Junior Choir will sing
at the evening services which
starts with singing at 5:30 p.
m. and worship at six p. m.
Steve Smotherman is
superintendent of the Sunday
School held each Sunday at
9:45 a. m. A nursery is
provided for all services.
Sing & Tell Group Leave Today..
For Missions Concert Tour
Sing and Tell, a Christian
Folk Group, from the First
Baptist Church, Murray, left
today (Friday), for their
spring missions tow* with
concerts in Jacksonville,
Titusville, Melbourne and
Daytona Beach, Florida and
Lenox, Georgia before
returning to Murray on April
2.
The group is composed of
university students, organized
as an outreach unit of the
music ministry of First
Baptist Church, Murray.
These young people are
dedicated Christians who like
to sing and share their faith
with others on the campus, in
their community, or wherever
they go, a spokesman said.
Sing and Tell is composed of
fourteen young ladies and
seven young men. Their
repertoire includes Christian
Folk Musicals, contemporary
gospel folk tunes, hymns and
special arrangements of hymn
tunes, spirituals, and standard
anthem literature. They sing
primarily with piano ac-
companiment, but oc-
casionally use guitar and
flute.
W. Rudolph Howard,
minister of music, First
Baptist Church, Murray, is the
director of Sing and tell. The
members of the group are:
Kathy Crook, Shelia Foster,
Becky Hogancamp, Pam
Churchill, Sarah Sams, Janice
Crawford, Gail Lovelace,
Eleanor Mills, Kathy Rogers,
Cindy Crook, Martha Kirk,
Julie Ford, Jane Wager, Steve
DeVoss, David Ezell, T.iby
1toberts, Jack Crook, Bill
Wilson, Chris Parker, Phillip
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For more information call 492-8647
or Will Ed Bailey: 492-8897 or Bobby Lawrence 492-8879
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